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PREFACE 

This thesis is based on research conducted on garbage dumps in Durban 

from October 1985 to December 1985 under the supervision of Professor 

Jill Nattrass of the l)evelopment Studies Unit at the University of 

Natal in Durban. 

This study represents original work by the author and has not been 

submi tted in any form to another Uni versi ty. H here use has been made 

of the work of others it has been duly acknowledged in the tex~ 
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ABSTRACT 

In the past few years there has been a dramatic increase in research 

dealing with the informal sector in South Africa. This research is 

often moti va ted by academi c curi os i ty as well as a grow i ng concern 

over poverty and unemployment among South Africa's blacks. It has 

increasingly been suggested by academics, businessmen and government 

officials that the informal sector be developed and encouraged in 

appropriate directions in order to provide employment opportunities. 

This thesis is a case study of a group of people who are officially 

unemployed, and who work in the informal sector in order to survive. 

The economic activity they are involved with, represents a subsector 

of the informal sector namely, garbage picking. 

The first question that is addressed in the study deals with the 

problems inherent in the conceptualisation of the informal sector. 

There are many i nterpreta ti ons of wha t compri ses thi s sector, 

depending in part on the stage of development that has been reached by 

the local economy and on the theoretical perspective used in the 

ana lysi s. There are also many perspecti ves on whether the sector is 

independent and autonomous and on the extent to which it is 

intergrated into the economy of a country. Chapters 1 and 2 contain 

critical examination of the literature dealing with these aspects. 



In chapter 3 the characteristics of the informal sector Ire studied. 

Several case studies from different parts of the world Ire examined. 

Chapter 4 examines the marginality concept in relation to the garbage 

pickers with a view to determining the extent to which these people 

are marginalised in society. 

Attention is then directed towards the particular case study. The 

characteristics of garbage picking and the people who do this work, 

as well as the conditions under which they work, are examined in 

chapters 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 of the thes is. 

The results show that there is very little potential for the garbage 

picker to improve his/her position within the informal sector. The 

garbage pickers regard formal sector employment as their only way out 

of thei r present pos i ti on and, gi ven present ci rcumstances, it seems 

that thei r view is correct. 

However, since the likelihood of their finding formal wage employment 

seems very limited, alternatives were examined and it seems that 

within the garbage industry the potential does exist to create 

formal sector jobs for the pickers. This potential can, however, only 

be realised once the garbage industry recognises this and re-organise 

itself to employ these people on a permanent basis. 
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CHAPTER 1 

I WTROOUCTION 

The phenomenon of people living off garbage dumps is found world 

wide and is likely to become even more prominent as the urbanisation 

process continues, especially in the developing world where 

urbanisation rates greatly exceed the rate of job creation. 

It is conservatively estimated that South Africa will have an urban 

population of 24 055 000 by the year 2000 (which is 44 percent of the 

present total population) (Cilliers & Groenewald, 1982: 37). With 

such rapid growth rates in the urban workforce and the generally 

slowing pace of the urban economy, the question must arise as to how 

all these people will live. Formal sector employment levels are 

certainly unlikely to increase sufficiently to offer work to all those 

who need it. 1 n the absence of an adequa te safety net in the form of 

unemployment benefits, it is certain that significant numbers of the 

urban dwellers will be forced to seek some other survival strategy. 

It is often argued that the informal sector in the towns fills this 

r..2.1 e (IJ a t t r ass, IL J. 1 984 ; Well i n g s & S u t c 1 iff e , 1 984 ). Howe v e r , 

empirical studies of the informal sector show that even here there are 

limitations on entry into certain sectors such as commerce and 

cons tructi on and tha t, consequently, the rea-l-l y desti tute ha ve very 

limited options even in the informal sector (Nattrass & Glass, 1986). 

Garbage picking is ~ea in which, from an economic point of view, 
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because the initial investment in terms of both human and capital 

skills is low, entry is relatively open. This openness, coupled with 

the una ttracti ve working cond; ti ons and the re 1 ati ve ly low rates of 

return, on both capital and labour (which discourage entrance into the 

sector by those who can do better) means that it is an activity which, 

like that of street trading, can be used as a survival strategy. 

~ Even though garbage picking is common and relatively widespread very 

little is known about either the economics of the process or the 

characteristics of the people themselves. 

"From w ha t 1 i ttl e has been w ri tten about these 

people, and it is indeed little, it is clear that 

most observers have been strongly of the attitude 

that garbage pickers are a hopelessly poverty-

stricken group who are scratching out a meagre 

existence from the crumbs of the richer man's 

table" (8irkbeck, 1979: 161). 

~It is generally accepted, without any real empirical foundation, that 

garbage pi ckers are poor, and are forced to pi ck because they cannot 

find employment elsewhere. It is also suspected that the pickers sell 

their collections, and form part of the informal sector. 

The purpose of thi s study is to exa mi ne the work done by the garba ge 

picker in Ourban's metropo 1 i tan a rea, and to fi nd out where and how 
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the picker fits into the socio-economic hierarchy, as well as to 

obtain information relating to the nature of the role, if any, he/she 

plays in the economy. An attempt will be made to determine just how 

well a person can live from picking garbage and whether it is indeed a 

viable alternative strategy for survival. 

rhis study can, therefore, be regarded as a micro-study of the 

informal sector and in this resp~ct should also help to further the 

understanding of the overall economic role played by the informal 

sector in the economy. 
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CHAPTER 2 

TOWARDS A DEFINITION OF THE INFORHAL SECTOR 

2.1 1 ntroducti on 

During the last few decades the developing countries have 

experienced an unprecedented rate of urban growth. The natural rate of 

population growth in these countries is very high, and this, together 

with the tendency for the rural population to migrate to the urban 

areas, has meant that the rate of urban growth has been much greater 

than the overall rate of population increase. This, in turn, has 

meant that the demand for work in the urban areas has been greater 

than the supp ly. I~ot enough jobs were created, and re 1 a ti ve ly few 

people were absorbed in the urban productive labour force. The result 

was an increase in poverty, unemployment and underemployment in the 

rapi dly growi ng towns. 

Since the Second World War much has occurred in the development of 

economic models concerned with explaining the Third World problems of 

employment and poverty. The most significant being. as far as this 

study is concerned, the development of the formal/informal sector 

dichotomy. In order to examine the above, it is important to look at 

the historical developments leading up to the use and adoption of 

these terms. 

4 



After the Second World War the 'accelerated growth' model dominated 

thinking in development planning in the Third World. This model was 

aimed at promoting economic growth through industrialisation. It was 

thought that if Gross National Product could be maximised, then one 

would have a 'trickle down' effect leading to the alleviation of 

poverty and unemployment. I ndustri al expansi on was supposed to lead 

to increased wage-sector emp 1 oyment. Soci a 1 aspects such as, rapi d 

urbanisation, unemployment, squatter settlements and related problems, 

were seen as temporary in nature (Harrod, 1939; Domar, 1946 and r~oser, 

1978) . 

By about the mid-1960's it was realised that this was not the case. 

Concern about poverty and unemployment as well as political crises in 

the Third World became predominant. By 1964 the International Labour 

Organisation (ILO) Employment Policy Convention (No 122) promoted the 

adoption of employment creation policies by governments. In 1969 the 

\~orld Employment Programme of the ILO was initiated. The aims were to 

analyse employment problems and to come up with strategies to solve 

them. A series of country studies was first launched and was followed 

later by a series of urban studies. The objectives of these studies 

were to exami ne poverty and unemp 1 oyment and thei r causes in these 

areas, and to make policy recommendations to the various governments 

(International Labour Organisation, 1972). 

These recommendations emphasised employment and urged governments to 

adopt active employment creation policies with accompanying 

recommendations urging the establishment of employment t~rgets, 
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indicating the policies to be followed and proposing both bilateral 

and international co-operation (International labour Organisation, 

1972 in Moser; 1978). 

A significant result of the IlO policy recommendations was the 

redefinition of unemployment and the emphasis placed on the productive 

role of the informal sector, as well as the adoption of a positive 

attitude towards its promotion. An important contribution made was the 

contention that the employment problem could not be seen in isolation, 

but that employment strategies could only be made sensibly within an 

overa 11 deve 1 opment stra tegy. Unfortunately thi s di d not happen 

because simultaneously a target group approach to policy 

recommendations evolved. The idea was to generate employment within 

particular sectors, thus disregarding their position within the 

overall structure (:40ser, 1978: 105). 

The IlO studies policy recommendations were criticised by leys, 

among others, for being too Utopian. The IlO, in effect, demanded 

structural and institutional changes that would be very difficult to 

achieve without major political changes, which was not an ILO goal 

(Leys, 1975). The ILO studies were also criticised for emphasising 

major policy objectives aimed specifically at the unemployment 

problem, rather than at economic growth per se. Yet they contradicted 

themselves by emphasising rapid Gross National Product growth as an 

essenti a 1 pol i cy requi rement. These po 1 icy recommenda ti ons di d not 

differ fundamentally from those of the 'accelerated growth' model. 
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2. 2. The Infor.al Sector: Origins and Definition 

2.2.1 The Origin of the Concept 

~/ A shift in focus from the promotion of Gross National Product to one 

of employment creation took place. Through the emphasis that was 

placed on employment, the urban poor became the target group for 

specific attention OLO, 1972). It was found that often no provision 

for unemployment benefits or other forms of social security existed in 

many Third \~orld countries. Consequently, the unemployed had to find 

some alternative way to survive. This was often done through 

employment in small scale enterprises or other very small scale 

economic activities that have come to be referred to as the informal 

sector. 

The counterpart to the informal sector is the formal sector and is 

taken to comprise the goverment and its related activities, 

multi-national companies, other large wage employing enterprises and 

those small enterprises which have formal institutional links with 

either big business or governmen~ 

The informal sector concept was first introduced by Keith Hart in 

1971, at a conference on Urban Employment in Africa, held at the 

Institute of Devlopment Studies, ( IDS ), at the University of Sussex 

and again in 1972 in ~ enya at the ILO Country Employment ~ission 
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Conference. These conference discussions served as a springboard for 

the informal sector concep~ The reason why this conference served as 

such a powerful springboard for the concept, and why the concept 

i tse If enjoyed so much populari ty and controversy was, accordi ng to 

Bromley, that it provided the rationale for a development strategy 

which the mainstream international development community wished to 

recommend to Third World countries. Bromley argued: 

lithe informal sector concept was adopted because 

... it embodied policy implications which were 

convenient for international organizations and 

pol i t i ca 11 y m i dd1 e-of-the-road governments. 

Support of the informal sector appeared to offer 

the possibility of 'helping the poor without any 

major threat to the ri ch', a potenti a 1 compromi se 

between pressures for the redistribution of income 

and wealth and the desire for stability on the 

part of economic and political e1ites ll (Bromley, 

1978b: 1036). 

2.2.2 The Definition of the Informal Sector 

It is very difficult to define the lIinformal sector ll accurately since, 

to quote Moser, there exists; 
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"complete confusion about what is actually meant 

by the Informal Sector. For instance it has at 

di fferent ti mes been regarded as synonymous wi th 

the urban poor, or with people living in slums or 

squa tter settlements, or wi th the i mmi grant 

population of cities. In addition certain kinds 

of occupations have been treated as belonging to 

the informal sector, while at times those 

concerned wi th housi ng tended to regard the 

development of the informal sector as synonymous 

with the improvement of housing in the informal 

areas" (1·10ser ,1978; 1051 - 1052). 

j"lost conceptualisations of the informal sector however, share an 

emphasis on economic dualism - in other words, the economy consists 

of two separate sectors, a more traditional and a modern sector. 

2.2.3 Conceptua 1 Approaches to the Theory of the I nfonna 1 Sector 

The ma jor conceptions of the i nforma 1 sector fa 11 into two school s, 

the Reform and the Radical or Marxist approaches. These two schools 

are well established and tend to dominate opinion regarding the 

informal secto~ The major differences between the schools arise from 

thei r percepti ons of the nature of the 1 inks. tha t exi s t between the 

informal sector and the state, and those existing between the sector 

and rest of the economy, in particular the larger business sector 

(thttrass, J., D. Kri ge and N.J. i4attrass, 1986: ' 11). 
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2.2.3.1 The Reform Approach 

This approach towards the informal sector originated in the economic 

reform movement whi ch arose as a response to the fa i1 ure of 

accelerated growth strategies. A new approach was required, a reform 

approach which would accept poverty and unemployment as structural 

features not likely to disappear with growth, but which could still 

be overcome within the prevailing socio-economic and political 

framework. The ILO missions and the Sussex conference in 1971 must be 

seen from this perspective (Nattrass, N.J., 1984a). 

Hart investigated and emphasised the role that self employment played 

in countering the effects of capitalism in developing countries. Hart 

identified new income generating activities within the informal 

sector. He distinguished between wage earnings and self employment, 

and defined the informal sector to include all people who were self 

employed (Hart, 1973). However, as Oavies points out, this 

"precludes the possibility of workers being 

employed by informal sector operators, and is not 

therefor~ an adequate basis for analysing the 

sector. Futhermore, it does not provide criteria 

by which the self-employed in the formal sector 

can be distinguished from those in the informal 

sector" (Oavies, 1979:88). 
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Hart also identified several characteristics which are typical of the 

i nforma 1 sec tor. The I LO mi ss i on report adopted and ex tended these 

characteristics, thus enabling the identification of the target 

groups. fhese characteri sti cs have become generally accepted, though 

they are often regarded as inadequate. According to ILO theorists; 

"Informal activities are ways of doing things 

characterised by: 

ease of entry 

b) reliance on indigenious resources 

c) family ownership of enterprises 

d) small scale of operation 

e) labour intensive and adapted technology 

f) skills aquired outside the formal school system 

g) unregulated and competitive markets. 

Informal sector activities are largely ignored, 

rarely supported, often regulated and someti mes 

di scouraged by the government. The characteri sti cs 

of the formal sector activities are the obverse 

of these, namely: 

a) difficult entry 

b) frequent reliance on overseas resources 

c) corparate ownership 
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d) large scale of operation 

e) capital intensive and imported tecnology 

f) formally acquired skills often expatriate, and 

9) protected markets, through tariffs, quotas, 

and trade licences" (International Labour 

Organisation, 1982:67). 

By categorising the two sectors into two separate groups each with its 

specific characteristics, the identification and isolation of the 

target groups become eas i er. However, as Broml ey poi nts out, thi s 

approach led to the classification of all economic activities into two 

definite categories, causing a great lack of clarity as to what else 

exists apart from these two sectors and how to classify anything that 

does not fit into the definition. "A division into a larger number of 

categories •.. (or the use of a continuum,) would give each category 

considerably more internal coherence" (Bromley, 1978b:l034).1 

Also, as Gerry points out, such analysis; 

"avoids any discussion of the economic structure 

as a whole and the conditions underlying the 

1. According to Sethuraman the use of a continuum is also 
problematic because it is often assumed that if a division exists 
it is arbitrary and that "if there is a dichotomy at all, it is 
because the so-called informal sector enterprises are still in 
the process of transition and it is only a matter of time before 
the discontinuities disappear" (Sethuraman, 1976:73, as quoted in 
N. Nattrass, 1984a:6). 
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relations between characteristically different 

production processes co-existing in the urban 

national and international economy. Thus the 

reality of urban non-industrial production in 

underdeveloped countries is obscured either by 

dualist misconceptions or romanticized fantasy. 

or both ll (Gerry. 1978: 1149). 

Gerry strongly criticised all attempts to isolate and define the 

informal sector. Most writers and researchers in the field recognise 

the various differentiating characteristics, but Gerry contends that; 

lithe pre-occupa ti on wi th characteri sati on and the 

refining of definitions causes these studies to 

neglect the relations between the different 

systems or sub-systems of production, which 

determine the phenomena that characteri se a 

specific productive system and the foundations 

for the functioning of the whole" (Gerry in 

Sethuraman, 1976:72). 

Mazumdar and others at the World Bank differed in their approach to 

the formall informal dichotomy: they looked at the informal sector in 

terms of the di vi si on wi thi n the urban labour market. Mazumdar 

describes the informal sector as being "unprotected ll as against the 

formal or 'protected' sector. He describes his dualist concept as 
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follows: 

"The basic distribution between the two sectors 

turns on the idea that emp 1 oyment in the forma 1 

sector is in some senses protected so that 

the wage-level and working conditions in the 

sector are not available, in general, to the job 

seekers in the market, unless they manage to 

cross the barri er of entry. Thi ski nd of 

protection may arise from the action of trade 

unions, of governments, or of both acting 

together" (14azumdar, 1981: 1). 

Like (·1azumdar,. Week~ al so stressed the factors external to the two 

sectors in defi ni ng them. He argued that the di fference between the 

two sectors was determined by their relationship with the state. 

Formal sector enterprises, including government, were protected in the 

sense that competition was restricted, thus reducing risks and 

uncertainty. Protective measures include import tax rebates, tax 

holidays, low interest rates and so forth. The informal sector is in a 

disadvantaged position in the sense that it does not enjoy the same 

access to economic resources or the protection that the formal 

sector does (Weeks, 1973b). 

Another approach to the informal sector is that of the so called 

'Structura li sts'. They feel that the informal sector characteri stics --
14 



are not inherently part of the sector, but tha t they are determi ned 

by the sector's structural position within the economic system, and 

by whether it has access to economi c resources or not. They a.l so 

see the informal sector as being closely integrated into the 

rest of the urban economy. The inherent assumption in their analysis 

that the links between the two sectors were benign or neutral and 

complementary to one another, places the structuralists withi·n the 

reform perspective. These links were conceptualised as benign on the 

grounds that most of the "e~ports" from the informal sector were 

services, commerce and domestic, which complement formal production. 

As a result, the potential for growth and accumulation within the 

sector was seen to be enhanced by its access through these trade flows 

to the expanding markets of the rest of the economy (Tokman, 1978). 

The advantage of the structuralist view was that, because it 

emphasised the links between the formal economy and the informal 

sector, it enabled one to analyse questions regarding the growth 

generating ability of the informal sector, as well as the relationship 

between the formal and informal sectors. 

Structuralists often try to influence and guide poli ~y propo_s~ l_s aimed 

at promoting the informal sector on the assumption that "an 

improved policy environment will shift resources towards the 

informal sector, allowing it to absorb the increasing labour force at 

higher levels of productivity" (Tokman, 1978:1066). Amongst the 

proposals that have been made to promote the informal sector are the 

promoti on of .~ubcontracti n9 between the informal sector and f9r!'1~ 1 
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sector, the provision of training programmes for informal sector 

operators, the subsidising of informal sector inputs and the provision 

of loans to informal sector operators (Sethuraman, 1977; Du Toit, 

1981). 

The structuralists assumed that with_aid, recognition and policy 

redirection, the informal sector enterprises would develop into formal 

sector ones (Broml ey, 1978b: 1034). However, Da vi es argued tha t by 

defining the informal sector in terms of its characteristics and the 

question as to whether it enjoys government support or not, analysts 

in this school only; 

\ udefi nes the domi nant atti tude towards the sector, 

but does not help us to understand anything about 

how the sector operates or relates to the formal 

sectorU (Davies, 1979:88). 

Following this line, it seems that structural guidelines for policy 

making may well fail. However, it has also been argued that; 

UDespite the problems associated with the 

structuralised theories, they must be regarded as 

the strongest in terms of academic criteria and 

the most influential when it comes to guiding 

pol i cyu (Nattrass, N.J., 1984a:9). 
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The theoreti ca 1 approaches to the i nforma 1 sector di scussed so far, 

can be broadly classified as refo!~i~~ because they postulate that 

poverty and unemployment can be alleviated with the correct 

application of policy measures within the existing socio-economic and 

political frameworks, thus implying that poverty and unemployment are 

caused in some way by ~nternal conditions within the informal sector 

activities themselves such as a lack 'Of capital, lack of skill, poor 

management etc, rather than by conditions inherent in the operation of 

the economic system itself. 

2.2.3.2 The Marxist or Radical Approac~ 

During the 1960's conventional approaches to development theory as a 

whole came under significant attack and a broad body of thought now 

genera lly known as "dependency theory" developed. The present Neo

darxi st approach to the 'i nforma 1 sector' (or to the 'petty commod; ty 

producers') developed from those dependency theories, which dealt with 

the way in which the Third World societies were incorporated into the 

international . capitalist system and how this led to 'peripheral 

capitalism' (Hallerstein, 1973). 

Dependency theory provides a much broader structural perspective to 

the problems of development in the Third World as a whole and the 
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I~arxist approach to the informal sector enables a ~tter understanding 

of the dynamics involved in the relationship between the formal 

and informal sectors than do theories which simply identify 

characteri sti cs of the sectors. 

The "1arxist theories differ from the reformist approach in that they 

look at Third World poverty and unemployment from a much wider 

perspecti vee They focus on the economi c rel a ti onshi ps between the 

First and Third World as well as on those between the capitalist and 

pre-capitalist forms of production within the Third World social 

formation. They also look at the interaction between these 

variables. In other words, they look at both external and internal 

conditions causing poverty and unemploymen~ 

Essentially. radical development theorists argue that the 

relationships between the advanced countries and the Third World are 

such that capitalism never fully develops in the latter and their 

economies are characterised by what has been called "peripheral 

capitalism" (Amin, 1974). 

Peripheral capitalism, according to 11cGee, involves a capi tali st 

sector deeply integrated into the international capitalist economy 

and a variety of petty capitalist forms of production in which the 

articulation of the relationships between these two sectors is 

pri marily a response to the pace of expansi on of the domi nant 

capitalist sector (;·1cGee,1979b:50). 
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The characteristics of peripheral capitalism are: 

"1) a combination of capitalist and petty 

capitalist forms of production under the 

hegemony of the first form, 

2) a combina"tion of these two forms in which 

one is grafted onto an~ther and which is 

characterised by capitalist expansion which 

occurs in a series of leaps rather than 

entirely domestic evolution" (Quijano-

Obregon, 1974:394). 

Peripheral capitalism had its origins during the colonial period, 

during which time rural subsistance producers were drawn into the 

developing industrial sectors. A shift from producing mainly 

subsistence goods to the production of consumer goods or commodities 

took place. This new type of production evolved in order to meet and 

fulfil the requirements and interest of the more favoured strata of 

the LDC's (less developed country) population, and also indirectly 

those of the foreign capital. for trading profits and foreign 

exchange. 

liThe thrust of the colonial state was, therefore, 

to supervise the initial and necessary 

penetration of pre-capitalist formations, to 
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organize the conditions of exploitation, labour 

and land" (Bernstei n, 1977: 61). 

In other words, through the penetration of the indigenous economy by 

colonial capital, this economic system was undermined and 

subordinated. This was done in various ways - land was alienated and 

appropriated for the production of agricultural and mineral 

commodities, on estates run by settlers or capitalist companies, and 

in mines established by productive capital of varying size and 

degrees of concentration. These forms of production required a 

continuous supply of labour, making the state's intervention crucial 

in order to establish the necessary labour reserves (Bernstein, 1977: 

62) • 

According to Bernstein, the critical moment in the penetration of the 

natural economy by capital is the breaking of the cycle of 

reproduction in the natural economy, which is accomplished through the 

initial monetization of some of its elements and the consequent 

i nteracti on between the two modes of pro~ucti on. One or more of the 

following were the methods used to effect this: 

1. the introduction of taxes - necessitating sources of cash 

income 

2. the use of cor vee labour in public works (to create an 

infrastructure to support the movement of commodi ties) and 

in farms organised by the state, missions, or private 
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capital 

3. forced cultivation of particular cash crops (Bernstein, 

1977: 62). 

As a result of these processes, some of the producers became separated 

from the means of production and were proletarianised. However, 

simultaneously, another relationship which did not involve the total 

separation between the producer and the means of production, called 
- - --

peasant commodity production, emerged in most Third World countries. 

This form of production was different, however, from either 

traditional or true capitalist production in that it was subordinated 

to, integra ted into, and ex is ted only at the margi ns of the economy 

(Le Brun and Gerry, 1975:20). 

In order to explain the interaction between the capitalist mode of 

production and the petty commodity form of prodution, Bettleheim 

introduced the theory of a dual process of 'conservation-

dissolution', which means 

"that within a capitalist social formation the 

non-capitalist forms of production, before they 

disappear, are restructured (partly dissolved) and 

thus subordinated to the predominant capitalist 

relationship (and so conserved)" (Bettleheim, 

1972:297). 
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In other words, petty capitalism, instead of being destroyed by the 

penetration of capitalism, is conserved in such a way that it operates 

within the limits set by capitalism and becomes increasingly dependent 

on the capitalist sector for its raw materials and means of 

production. 

The above is a definite departure from Marx's analysis of petty 

commodi ty producti on. 11arx defi ned the petty commodi ty producti on 

sector as a transitory phase between capitalist forms of production 

and, in the case of less developed countries, the inherent form of 

production present. i~arx believed that the petty commodi ty form of 

production would eventually be destroyed by the penetration of 

capi tali sm; 

"Wherever it takes root, capitalist production 

destroys all forms of commodity production which 

is based either on the self-employment of 

producers or merely on the sale of the excess 

product as commodi ti es ... Capi ta 1 i st production 

first makes the production of commodities 

genera 1 and then, by degrees tra nsforms all 

commodity production into capitalist 

producti on" (14arx, 1972:36). 
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Petty commodity production w·as a transitional form in the development 

of capitalism in Industrial Europe, yet according to i ~ oser and 

others, this is not the case in the Third World countries as; 

II considerable modification and redefinition in 

the 1 i ght of the experi ence in contemporary 

underdeveloped capitalist urban economies where 

there is little indication that the widesca1e 

proliferation of petty commodity production is 

losing momentum" ( r~oser, 1978:1057). 

In other words, the dissolution process operated during the transition 

to a self sufficient capitalist mode of production in Europe, whereas 

in the Third World today it is the conservation aspect which 

dom.i na tes . 

"This means that one should conceptua1ise Third 

~~or1 d petty commodi ty producti on as restructured 

for functional purposes, rather than as a 

trans i ti ona 1 mode between non-capi ta 1 i st and 

capi ta 1 i s t modes of producti on" (Nattrass, N.J., 

1984a: 13). 

Why di d the demi se of petty commodity producti on not occur in LDC's? 

, Why is it that the petty commodi ty producti on sector conti nued to 

survive, despite capitalist penetration? tlnderstanding of these 

questi ons mi ght provi de the key to understandi ng the dynami cs of the 
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informal sector in the LOC's. 

Petty commodity production continues to survive, because the sector is 

functional to the development of capitalism in LOC's (Davies, 1979). 

The petty commodi ty producers provi de cheaper goods and servi ces to 

the urban working class, the unemployed and the poor, thus enabling 

these peop 1 e to keep thei r c'osts of 1 i vi n~ down. By these means the 

capitalist sector is able to keep wages low, and the state is freed 

from the necessity of providing social security. The petty commodity 

producers are also seen as a reserve army of labour for the capitalist 

sector. 

"In other words one should conceptualise Third 

World petty commodity production as being 

restructured for functional purposes, rather 

than as a transitional mode between non

capitalist ' and capitalist modes of production" 

(Nattrass, N.J., 1984a : 13). 

Gerry and Bi rkbeck felt tha t even though the petty commodi ty 

production sectors have features which might lead to growth in the 

sector, 

"th ere are extremely potent forces which retard 

any growth strategy which might evolve within this 
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part of the urban economy. resulting out of the 

dominant position held therein by the capitalist 

mode of production. The avenues of expansion and 

capital accumulation, available to petty commodity 

producers are largely determined by the extent to 

which capitalism -has established its hegemony over 

the principal production processes in the 

economy" (Gerry and Bi rk.beck, 1981: 133). 

Ana lysts supporti ng a r~arxi st or Radi ca 1 approach argue that the 

'informal sector' or petty commodity production sector should be 

examined . from a broad perspective, inclusive of the historical 

development of capitalism as well as of the whole world economy. They 

feel that in order to stimulate the growth of Third World economies 

and, specifically the petty commodity sector. developers have to look. 

at the way e sector or economy is integrated into the international 

economic sphere and not just at 'superficial' symptoms. Many 

theorists of this school of thought conclude that only 

rev~l~tio~ary (and often even violent) change can improve the 

situation of the poor in Third World countries (Moser, 1978: 1062). 

2.3. [valuation of Reforllist and f4arxist Approaches 

As Nattrass, Krige and N.J. Nattrass point out; 

"The fundamental differences between the two major 
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schoo 1 s of thought ari se from di fferences 1 n 

their perceptions of the nature of the 

relationship between the sector and the state and 

of the linkages that exist between the very small 

business sector and the remainder of the economy, 

particularly the larger business sector" 

Wattrass, J., Krige and N.J. Nattrass, 1986:11). 

The reformist approach sees the nature of the relationship as being 

benign, whereas the r~arxist approach regards it as being essentially 

exploitative. These opposing views lead to opposite sets of 

policy measures, with the reformists advocating the development of 

closer links between the two sectors through the use of such things as 

subcontracti ng and credi t arrangements, and the r~arxi st school 

advocating the cutting of the links between the petty commodity 

producers and the formal capi tali st enterpri ses (Moser, 1978: 1062). 

N. l~a ttrass has argued that an approach whi ch focused on the 

structural linkages and relationships between different production and 

distribution systems, rather than on categorizing and describing the 

two sectors, would have a greater explanatory power (Nattrass, N.J., 

1984a). j·10ser si milarly, argued that the j·1arxi st approach - through 

its identification of the constraints on the e~pansi .on~ of small 

scale enterprises, the levels of capital accumulation and the dynamics 

of production, as well as the transitional process of capital 

production or proletarianisation - is better able to focus on 
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the structural linkages between different levels of production and on 

the potential for modifying these linkages ( I~oser, 1978:1061). 

I n respect of pol icy formation, I~oser stated; 

liThe importance of the petty commodi ty approach is 

not that it condemns the informal sector concept, 

or state and international agency measures to 

promote informal sector development, but that it 

puts them in their correct perspective by showing 

that in themselves they cannot really provide 

solutions to the problems of unemployment and 

poverty. Because of the dependant relationships 

between large scale capitalism and petty commodity 

production, policy solutions designed to assist 

the latter, almost invariably end up by promoting 

the former. U1 ti mately only fundamental changes in 

the overall pol i ti ca 1 and economi c structure can 

change thisll (i-toser, 1978:1062). 

The reform approach focuses on the characteri sati on of the i nforma 1 

sector but does not really explain why the sector exists, how it 

f unctions within the urban economy, or the role it plays in the 

economic structure of the country, nor how it enables the urban poor 

to survive. Neither does this approach explain or clarify the links 

which exist between the two sectors and without these explanations, it 
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is virtually impossible to develop any useful framework for subsequent 

po 1 i cy development. 

The Marxist approach also has its shortcomings. Marxists tend to 

genera 1 i se in respect of the sector, and they contend that all petty 

commodi ty producers are "ei ther poor, margi na 1 i sed or despera te to 

survive (this being the only way in which they can cope). To i-1arxists 

the petty commodity production sector becomes a collective term 

including all very small commodity producers. However, empirical 

evidence from studies of the sector show very clearly that ~all 

members of the informal sector are desperate, and marginalised. 

Indeed, in some sense, nor are they all petty commodity producers 

(Nattrass, N.J., 1984a). 

As the terms "informal sector" and "economy", were increasingly used 

by analysts and planners, the lack of precision in the concept became 

increasingly clear. As more research was undertaken on the sector, 

more and more attributes were added to the informal sector, providing 

a more detailed description thereof. Yet, no single, informal 

enterprise shared all the characteristics, nor even did one single 

criterion emerge with sufficient frequency to be able to form an 

adequate base for classification. It becomes obvious that neither one 

of the ~wo approaches were able to give a complete explanation or 

picture of the informal sector. The informal sector clearly has 

elements emanating from both schools of thought. Yet, still, neither 

approach seems able to recognise this, nor to make an allowance for an 

alternative viewpoint. It is thus clear that another theory/approach 
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which incorporates relevant elements from both approaches is needed. 

2.4. Alternative Approaches 

A number of attempts have been made to formulate alternative 

approaches to the informal sector. One such approach has been made by 

Bromley and Gerry. They approached the problem from the viewpoint of 

labour and argued that it is not realistic to see work-situations 

in terms of two poles. i.e. within the informal or the formal sector, 

but rather. that one should look at it as forming a continuum of work 

situations. ranging from casual work through stable wage work to true 

self-emp loyment. Thi s would then enable the recogni tion and analysi s 

of many different forms of employment located between the two poles. 

The term casual work is used by them to include any way of making a 

living which lacks a moderate degree of security of income and 

employment. This includes everything considered as an income 

opportunity such as. self-employment and working for others. in both 

legal and illegal activities. 

Casual work is divided into four categories: 

1) Short term wage-work. Thi sis pai d and contracted by the 

day. week, month. etc. No assurance of conti nui ty of 

emp loyment is gi ven. These short term wage workers do not 

enjoy the benefi ts usua lly associa ted with long term wage 
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work. 

2) Disguised wage-work. This is when a person regularly sells 

his/her product or parts of it to a firm or groups of firms, 

without being actually employed by the firm. These workers 

usua lly defi ne thei r own work i ng hours and as such 

experience a feeling of independence. 

3) Dependent work. The worker is dependent on large 

enterprises for credit, rental of premises or equipment, 

supply of raw materials, or an outlet for his/her 

production. 

4) True self-employment. The worker is independent and obtains 

an income without engaging in any of the mentioned three 

categori es. The worker is the owner of hi s means of 

productio~ He/she works independently from any specific 

firm. 

i~obi1ity between working relationships and income opportunities is 

common and recognised by Bromley and Gerry. The people who do casual 

work are termed the 'casual poor' by Bromley and Gerry. The term 

describes the dominant characteristics of a large part of the labour 

force, focusing upon poverty, insecurity, and exploitative 

interlinkages with other groups in society (Bromley and Gerry, 

1979:14). 
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This approach by Bromley and Gerry has merit in that it is an attempt 

to include a wide range of activities. They recognise that a simple 

distinction between wage and self-employment is not adequate and that 

it does not encompass all activities which can be classified as 

informal. 

Another school of thought or approach regarding the informal sector 

has also recently emerged. This approach is a com_bination of the 

Reformist and lv1arxist schools, since it is argued that both schools 

contain some elements of the 'truth', and that if they were combined, 

they would complement one another. Like the reform school, the 

approach is concerned with the potential for growth of the informal 

sector and, as such, i denti fi es the enterpri ses or small busi nesses 

with this potential for growth. However, like the radical analysts, 

it also recognises and identifies the factors which constrain the 

growth of these enterprises. These constraints are recognised as being 

both internal and external to the enterprise. For example, a lack of 

entrepreneural skills would be a constraint internal to the 

enterprise, whereas the structural limits on the financial markets in 

a capitalist economy that lead to a lack of capital and the ability to 

obtain it, is external to the enterprise (Nattrass, J., Krige and 

Nattrass, N.J., 1986 and House, 1984). 

2.5 Conclusion 

Analysts in this school accept that the nature of capitalism, itself, 
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provides a significant constraint on the deve~opment of the informal 

sector. They do not accept the corollary that no informal enterprises 

at all can grow. Instead, they argue that the challenge to policy 

makers is to i denti fy those enterpri ses that can grow and the 

constraints at present limiting them. 

j'\any LDC's are burdened with starvation, economic and political 

crisis, to mention only a few problems. The informal sector has some 

potential to alleviate the conditions the lDC populations live under. 

Thi s sector can provi de a means of survi va 1 for those who are 

otherwise unemployed, and can help to promote economic growth overall, 

provi ded that the sector is, i tse 1 f, encouraged to grow and to 

develop, and is not stunted by government regulations. This inherent 

growth potential in the sector has managed to grasp the imagination of 

many organisations, policymakers and academics. Unfortunately much 

confusion exists as to the precise definition of the sector, due to a 

lack of co-operation between scholars of the different schools and 

approaches and this had made the identification of the policy target 

groups difficult and has, in some cases, led to unrealistic 

expectations of the performance of the sector. 

Research on the informal sector has shown that informal sector 

enterprises do nO't all share the same characteristics nor has a single 

criterion emerged to form an adequate basis for classification, making 

more detailed studies of the sector an important prerequi si te if we 

are to reach a better understanding and definition of the sector. 
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The informal sector is not an autonomous sector on its own and should 

be regarded a s part of a country's economy. S tudi es on thi s sector 

should look at the characteristics of the sector, the linkages between 

the informal and the formal sector, as well as the dynamics operating 

within the sector, itself. As a result of the growing quantity of 

empirical research that is being done world wide on this sector, a 

body of detailed knowledge about the informal sector and the dynamics 

within it is emerging (see for example Fapohunda, 1981; Fowler, 1981; 

Jacobs, 1982 and Jellinek, 1977). 

This study, together with one by Krige on the informal sector in 

KwaHashu in Natal and one by Nattrass and Glass on informal black 

business in t~atal, are attempts to add to this knowledge. They aim to 

ga in more know 1 edge about the sector and, as such, to provi de a 

building block for a better definition of the Informal Sector. 
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CHAPTER 3 

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE INFORMAL SECTOR 

3.1. Introduction 

"I" his chapter looks at the characteristics of the informal sector, and 

what other studies found in this regard. In the previous chapter it 

was seen that, whilst the informal sector is very difficult to 

define accurately, there is a real need for such a definition. It is, 

the ref ore, important to look a t the fi ndi ngs of the s tudi es done to 

date in respect of the sector's characteri sti cs in order to determi ne 

how this knowledge could influence policy makers. 

In order to make policy decisions regarding the development of the 

informal sector and its impact on the economy and society, it is 

necessary to establish a data profile to obtain a better understanding 

of the sector. Knowledge about the following is important; Who works 

in the sector? Are they educated? Why do they work there? How large is 

it? What does the sector comprise of? The size of the businesses? 

~lhere are they si tuated? ~Ihat 1 i mi ts thei r growth? 

According to the ILO, the informal sector activities are 

characterised by: 

a) ease of en~ry 
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b) reliance on indigenous resources 

c) family ownership of enterprise 

d) small scale of operation 

e) labour intensive and adapted technology 

f) skills acquired outside the formal school system 

g) unregulated and competitive markets (ILO, 1932) 

These characteristics have become generally accepted, yet it is often 

felt that they are not all inclusive, and further, that they do not 

give a very representative account of the sector. In an attempt to 

obtain more precise information, this chapter will discuss the sector 

in terms of the following: the demographic characteristics of the 

workers in the sector, the employment generating ability of the 

sector, the income generating ability of the sector, the work history 

of the informal sector workers, their working environment and related 

problems. The data obtained from a number of case studies from various 

parts of the world as well as from South and Southern Africa will be 

discussed in terms of the above. 

3.2. The Oemography of lnforaal Sector Operators 

Reviewing a number of studies on the sector, the International Labour 

Organisation concluded that: 

a) more men are employed in the sector than ,,",omen 
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b) women are involved in and dominate certain activities, for 

example, tailoring, food processing and domestic service 

c) the business proprietors are usually in the 30-40 year age 

group whilst their employees are younger 

d) most of the people in the sector have less than 6 years of 

formal education OLO: 1982). 

Since the publication of the ILO report, however, a considerable 

amount of further work has been done on the sector. Consequently, in 

the next section case studies from various parts of the world will be 

looked at in terms of these four characteristics in order to determine 

whether or not these generalisations can still be taken as 

representative of the sector as a whole. 

3.2.1 Sex 

' In a study by the r1arga Institute in Colombo (Sri lanka), (I'targa 

Institute, 1981) it was found that eighty-eight percent of 

participants were male. And, in similar stUdies in Kano (Nigeria) 

(.-1abogunje and Filani, 1976:89); and in Jakarta (Sethuraman, 1981) 

only a small percentage were women (25 percent in the latter study). 

9It would appear that indeed more men were employed in this sector. 

Yet, other studies showed that one could not generalise about the 

dominance of one sex or the other in the informal sector. In a study 

done by Teilhet-Waldorf and Waldorf in Bangkok, it was found that 
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sixty percent of those within the primary working age group were women 

(Teilhet-Waldorf and Waldorf. 1983;594). Similar findings were quoted 

by '~azumdar. Souza and Tokman, the latter for studies in Latin America 

(dazumdar, 1981; Souza and Tokman, 1976). 

The contention of the International Labour Organisation that women 

tend to dominate certain activities is, however, borne out by several 

studies. In a study in Cordoba (Argentina) it was found that men were 

predominantly involved in manufacturing activities, in construction 

and in commercial activities requiring substantial capital input. 

Wo~en, on the other hand were mainly involved in domestic services and 

retail trade. It was also found that women fell into the lower income 

groups, eighty-five percent of women belonged to the low income 

ca tegory a s co mpa red to th i r ty- n'i ne percen t of the men 

(Sanchez, et al 1981:145). Income appeared to be largely determined 

by the type of activity the worker was involved with and not by sex. 

lntel"fstingly Fowler found in Freetown (Sierra Leone), that thirteen 

percent of the men who participated in the study were tailors, an 

activity which, according to the ILO, was usually dominated by women 

(Fowler, 1981). 

In Bogota Moser found that the sex divide positively correlated to 

the S1 ze of the enterpr1 se. 
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-The majority of large- scale sellers were middle

aged men with medium-sized families. The small

scale sellers on the other hand were mostly 

women over fifty years old, single with 

illegitimate children, widowed or deserted, and 

sole supporters of small-sized families" (;·toser, 

1977 :472). 

In South Africa the sexual division in the informal sector appears to 

be simila~ Nattrass found in two separate studies - one in the 

township of Katlehong near Germiston and the other among small 

businesses financed by the '( waZulu Finance Corporation - that men were 

predominant and that women were involved in specific activities, such 

as for example, clothi ng (Nattrass N.J., 1985). 

• Studies in Clermont and Inanda, both near Durban, and in Windhoek 

showed no clear signs of either sex being dominant (Simon, 1984; 

j·1aasdorp, 1983; Nattrass & Glass, 1986). Yet, in a study in I~dantsane 

near East London it was found that the majority of businesses were run 

by women (78 percent) (Jacobs, 1982). 

The ILO's findings regarding the tendency of women to be involved in 

and dominate specific activities can also be seen from South African 

studies. Rogerson and Beavon found that the informal sector in Soweto 

cou 1 d be di vi ded into th ree group s of acti vi ti es; servi ces, 

production and distributio~ Activities grouped under services were 
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mostly operated by women, they included the "shebeen-queens· and 

child-minders. Under production women were involved in sewing, 

knitting, and crocheting. Distributive activities involving women 

were predomi nantly the reta 11 sa le of food and other hawk i ng 

activities. Hen tended to dominate the craft and artisanal categories 

(Si mon, 1984; Nattrass,N.J., 1984b; Rogerson & Beavon, 1982; Nattrass 

and G 1 a ss,1986). 

It is clear from the above that, in general, both sexes are involved 

in the informal sector and that neither sex is dominan~ However, in 

speci fi c places or countries the opposi te mi ght be the case, but sex 

domination in the informal sector is, clearly, not a world wide 

phenomena. The evi dence does, however, support the I LO' s contenti on 

that the different sexes tend to concentrate on specific activities. 

The fact that women were as equally involved in the informal sector as 

the men, means that the pol i cy makers wi shi ng to develop the 

sector, need to consi der thi s. Nattrass feared that because women 

\ 

were generally discriminated against, they might find it even 

harder to obtain funds or subsidised premises. As women tended to 

predominate in certain sectors these might lag behind in the 

development of the sector as a whole. Women might also be forced into 

lower income occupations than their qualifications and capabilities 

warrant, since they would concentrate in activities which require 

little formal recognition in terms of funding, credit, and premises 

(Nattrass, Kri ge & Nattrass N.J.,1986:47). 
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3.2.2 Age 

When looking at studies done on the the age distribution of the 

informal sector workers it became clear that nearly all age groups 

were represented, from children through to the very old. On the 

average, it appeared that the ILO's finding that the majority of 

enterpri se heads were between the ages of 30 to 40, and that those 

employed were slightly younger, was true in most places. 

In Africa it appeared that the operators of informal businesses were 

younger than elsewhere; for example in I(umasi (Ghana) 72 percent were 

under 35 years of age (Sethuraman, 1977). Studies in some other 

countries found the following: the proportion of heads in the informal 

sector enterprises below 30 years was 38 percent in Colombo; in 

Freetown it was 38 percent for males and 30 percent for women; as 

compared with only 14 percent in Manila; 24 percent in Cordoba and 22 

percent in Campinas (Sethuraman, 1981; Fowler, 1981 and Sanchez, 

et al 1981). 

o Those working for others in the informal sector were generally younger 

than the opera tors of the i nforma 1 enterpri ses/bus ; nesses. In Kano 

(Nigeria) 25 percent of those working in the Informal sector were 

between 15 and 20 years and 15 percent were under 14 years. 

<Sethuraman, 1977). In Cordoba the median age for workers were 38 

years (Sanchez, et al 1981:145). 
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Fowler. found that in Freetown the 20 to 29 year age group was well 

represented in most informal activities; 57 percent of all footwear 

manufacturers fell in this age group; 43 percent of tailors; 48 

percent of retai 1 trade repai rers; 28 percent of taxi owners and 53 

percent of those in manual transport were all under 30 years old. 

(Fowler, 1981:51). As the worker grew older and gained in experience, 

sk i 11 and sa vi ngs, more opportuni ti es in the sector seemed to open 

up. rhis was also true for the women in Freetown where, with 

increasing age, more women became involved in activities that required 

skills, for example, dressmaking, food processing, etcetera (Fowler, 

1981: 51). 

Some studies showed a high degree of youth and even child 

participation. The 1·1arga Institute found in Colombo that a quarter of 

the participants were under 24 years old (Margo Institute, 1981). In 

~ ano (i igeria) more than 15 percent of participants were under 14 

years and in Cali (Colombia) 10 percent of street-traders were below 

14 years of age (Sethuraman, 1977, and Bromley, 1978a). 

I n South Afri ca more or less the same has been found. Jacobs in 1984 

found that the mean age of workers in informal sector businesses in 

Mdantsane was 41 years (Jacobs, 1984). The mean age in Katlehong was 

found to be 32 years, and in Inanda 50 percent of the participants 

were under 38 years (Nattrass and Glass, 1984 and 1986). The-y--o.ung.er 

age groups in Inanda found it difficult to enter the informal seetor. 
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Only 7 percent of the sample were less than 25 years old. despite the 

fact that there was very high rates of unemployment amongst this age 

group (Nattrass and Glass. 1986). 

Did these Inanda youths merely find it difficult to enter this sector? 

Were they prohibited from entering the sector because of lack of 

sk ill sand capi ta 1 or was it because they hoped to fi nd better jobs 

and opportunities in the formal sector? Were there stigmas attached 

to work in this sector? Did they consciously choose not to work in 

this sector and to remain unemployed? Answers to these questions 

will have to be found if successful policy recommendations to 

develop the sector are to be made. 

3.2. 3 Education 

Looking at the ILO's educational profile of the informal sector. one 

would expect to find that the majority of informal sector participants 

had less than 7 years of education (ILO, 1982). One would also expect 

high levels of illiteracy. as the educational levels reached in LDC's 

are generally lower than in the developed world. 

The darga Institute found in Colombo that, in terms of education, 10 

percent of the participants were illiterate, 8 percent were literate 

without any formal education and 30 percent had less than 4 years of 

schooling. The median level of schooling in the Colombo sample was 4 

years (i-1arga Institute. 1981). In the Freetown study, two-thirds of 
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the informal sector employees had never been to school, 12 percent 

were dropouts from pri mary school and 6 percent had not gone beyond 

primary shool. Among entrepreneurs in the sector, 40 percent had 

no schooling at all and 45 percent had an informal education or did 

not complete primary schooling (Fowler, 1981). In Kumasi about 40 

percent of the entrepreneurs had less than a primary education 

whi le 58 percent had recei ved some secondary education (Sethuraman, 

1977). In Kano 46 percent had only Arabic training, 12 percent had no 

education at all and of the remainder, nearly three-quarters had 

primary schooling (i·1abogunje and Filani, 1981:84). 

The Lagos study showed slightly higher levels of education in that, 

among entrepreneurs about three-quarters had had some formal 

education, 13 percent had had some informal education and only 11 

percent had none. Of those who h~d had some formal education, ~ 

percent had 6 years or less of primary schooling. and the mean for 

entrepreneurs with formal schooling. was 5,89 years. It was 

interesting to note that Lagos had enjoyed free primary schooling 

since 1955 (Fapohunda. 1981:71). 

In the Cordoba study it was found that the median level of education 

for entrepreneurs was 5 years; ina Campi nas (Brazil) study it was 

found that only 2,5 percent of the heads of enterpri ses were 

illiterate and 40 percent had secondary education; in Cali 25 percent 

of the street traders had less than 3 years of formal education 

(Bromley, 1978a; Sanchez. et al 1981 and Berlink, Bovo, and Cintra, 
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in Sethuraman. 1981). 

Southern Africanstudieshave also shown that the average level of 

education amongst informal sector participants is low. In :1dantsane. 

Jacobs found that 48 percent of those surveyed had no formal education 

(Jacobs, 1982). In the Windhoek study 32 percent had no education and 

28 percent had full primary schooling (Simon. 1984). 

The average educational level of informal business proprietors in 

Inanda' (Durban) was also low; 20 percent had no formal education; 40 

percent had not recei ved enough to ensure 1 i teracy. In thi s study it 

was shown that there were differences in the educational profiles with 

respect to the various occupations. j,10re than half 'of the operators in 

the hawki ng (58 percent). craft (69 percent). and arti san (50 percent) 

sectors had less than 5 years of education and were thus likely to be 

functionally illiterate. Only 25 percent of small shopkeepers had 

le,ss than 5 years schooling, of those working in the other categories, 

32 percent in sewing, 38 percent in knitting, 34 percent in building. 

and 27 percent in enterta i nment had reached the same 1 evel of 

education (Nattrass and Glass, 1986). 

3.2.4 Skills and Training 

In general, the level of skills in the informal sector is low: 
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"The majority of workers in the informal sector 

had no skills when they entered it; indeed, a 

substantial proportion entered actlvlt.ies 

which ' required virtually none" (Fowler, 1981: 

346) • 

I n the Freetown study 40 percent of the workers reported that they 

had no need to learn any skills (Sethuraman, 1977). In activities 

where they did need skills, most acquired it through on-the-job 

training within the sector. In the Kumasi study, for example, 90 

percent reported that they had served their apprenticeship in the 

informal sector, 5 percent in a formal sector firm, and 3 percent in a 

training institution (Sethuraman, 1977). 

On the other hand, Ghana was found to have a well organi sed 

apprenticeship system which provided access to skills at very little 

cost when compared to formal training. The owner of a small sector 

enterprise recruited youths with some schooling and then trained them 

on the job for a fee payable at the end of the apprenticeship. The 

trainee recei'ved a small sum while training, and the trainer or owner 

got additional labour quite cheaply. This kind of training is 

practically oriented and promotes self-employment (Sethuraman, 1981). 

In South Africa there was little evidence that on-the-job training 

existed. Of the 245 business proprietors in the Inanda study, 55 

percent said that they had had less than four weeks training for their 
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jobs. l~~e craft and building sectors 32 and 42 percent of the 

operators had more than two months trai ning on the job (J4attrass and 

Glass, 1986:100). 

The generally low levels of education found in the informal sector 

suggested that the sector absorbed people with relatively little 

education. ~ Richardson maintained that there was little evidence that 

forma 1 educa ti on was essenti a 1 for success in i nforma 1 sector 

employment (Richardson, 1984). Nattrass felt differently: 

"it may well be that the low average levels of 

formal education are a major contributing factor 

to the hi gh rate of fa i1 ure found amongst sma 11 

business" (Nattrass and Glass, 1986:112). 

3.3 Income Levels 

The opinion that the informal sector in developing countries provided 

very little income has been challenged by recent research (Richardson~ 

1984:14). It has been found that ..... there is a wide diversity of 

earni ngs in the sector and wi thi n important components of it ••• " 

(i1azumdar, 1976). Some sub-sectors of the informal sector, 

particularly those that require few skills or capital, did have very 

low incomes. These were often more visible and initially researchers 

tended to concentrate on them. However, the earnings of the small 

scale manufacturers and the maintenance and repair establishments' 
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income were comparable to those of small and very small formal 

businesses. 

In a variety of studies. done in developing countries in Africa. Asia 

and South Ameri ca it was found that a uni formly low 1 eve 1 of income 

did not exist. incomes varied between the various subsectors. In 

Ua i!,obi a wide vari ety of incomes was found. manufacturi ng bei ng the 

most profitable economic sector and services the least. This disparity 

existed both between sectors as well as within them (House. 1984). A 

study in Braz il found si mil ar fi ndi ngs " .•. the i mage of the small 

scale sector as that of the privileged. is questionable" (Schmitz. 

1982 ). 

I nteres ti ng fi nd i ngs were made in an i nforma 1 sector study done in 

Bangkok; the daily earnings of informants were substantially higher 

than those for unskilled workers in the formal sector. both within the 

government and the private sectors. The daily earnings for unskilled 

men and women were genera 11y the same among the vendors and 'bri ck 

peop 1 e'.1 whereas the a verage wage rate for unsk i 11 ed men were 

si gni f i cantly hi gher in the construction. manufacturi ng and textile 

industries. Other. studies done in Tha il and confi rmed this 

(Teilhet-Wa1dorf and Waldorf. 1983:595). 

1. The term 'brick people' refers to those people who buy bricks 
from brick factories in the rural areas and transport them on 
their boats to the city where they sell these bricks. 
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Differences exist between the 1nc~me of employer and employee in both 

the formal and the informal sectors. However, since the informal 

sector has been described as ..... a system of very intense 

exploitation of labour, with very low wages and often very long hours" 

one might expect that the gap between the average earnings of the 

proprietors and the employees would be wider than that of the formal 

sector and the average wages and working conditions poorer (Leys, 

1975). 

It is no easy task estimating the incomes of informal workers. Most 

enterprises do not keep any record of income or expenditures. Many 

informal activities are operating illegally and, consequently, are 

reluctant to give accurate information. Some of these illegal 

activities are also often the most lucrative, and their conclusion 

makes it difficult to make estimations regarding income levels and 

inequality and about the general level of wealth generated by the 

sector. 

In the case of South Africa, there were few sources of reliable 

data relating to the income earning capacity of informal businesses. 

Hhat data there is suggests, from surveys undertaken, that; 

1. On average income levels were low 

2. Incomes varied with the occupational sub-sector 

3. Incomes were very unequally distributed 
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4. I t was not clear whether the incomes from small bus 1 ness 

operations were on average higher or lower than those 

offered by wage labour (Nattrass, et al 1986:60). 

T he above fi ndi ngs corresponded to those of i nforma 1 sectors 

elsewhere. 

As far as ~he determinants of informal sector profit earnings are 

concerned, very little data is available. In the Inanda study it was 

found that profit levels were positively related to the level of 

starting capital, the amount of additional capital introduced, the 

capital/labour ratio, the profit rate, the level of education reached 

by the proprieter, and the age of the enterprise. The number of 

competi tors and employment level s were negatively related to income 

levels Wattrass and Glass, 1986:115). 

3.4 Eq>loyment Creation 

"One of the most important issues in framing a 

policy towards the informal sector was the extent 

to which .the sector is capable of providing 

employment and incomes, not just for the operators 

themselves but other individuals as well" 

(i·laasdorp, 1982: 158). 
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It is often thought that the informal sector could lI'Iake invaluable 

contributions in employment creation especially in countries with an 

excess of unskilled labour. Informal sector businesses were often seen 

as being very labour intensive. Thus it was assumed that there was 

great potential for this sector to employ many unemployed people 

(Sethura man, 1977 and Du Toi t, 1981). Yet, once one takes into 

account the fact that most i nforma 1 enterpri ses emp 1 oyed only fi ve 

people or less, one must question exactly how great the sector's 

potential to create employment actually is. 

Studies show that most informal sector labourers were related to the 

owner of the business and relatively few wage earners were employed in 

the sector. In Cali (Colombia) over 80 percent of the street traders 

worked without any assistants at all (BromleY,1978a) and only 2 

percent of those in the informal sector in Nairobi were wage 

employees (Bujra, 1978). In the Colombo study it was found that 85 

percent of the informal enterprises were one person enterprises, and 

of the remainder, the majority only employed one or two individuals, 

excluding the owner (1·1arga Institute, 1981). In Jakarta only 10 

percent of the enterprises in this sector had workers in addition to 

the head of the enterprise (:·1oir, 1981). 

The number of workers emp 1 oyed di d vary between the di fferent sub 

sectors. In Jakarta employment levels were found to be higher in the 

manufacturing sector where only 58 percent were one man businesses 

(i·1oir, 1981). Other studies have found a similar trend; in general, 
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in the trading and small manufacturing sector. more people were 

employed (Fowler. 1981; 57. Kennedy, 1981: 584). 

South African studies have produced similar results. In the Windhoek 

study 68 percent of the enterprises were one man operations, and 4 

percent employed three people or more (Simon, 1984). In a Cape Town 

study 66 percent of the enterpri ses were one person bus i nesses, and 

only 4 percent employed more than 3 people (Oewar and Watson, 1981). 

It was found in the Inanda and Clermont study that 63 percent of all 

the .busi nesses surveyed were one person busi nesses and only 12 percent 

employed four or more people, including the proprietor (Nattrass and 

Glass., 1986: 38). 

. , 
The employment potential of the lnformal sector thus appears to be 

1 i mi ted, beari ng in mi nd that it is the manufacturi ng sector whi ch 

offers the greatest scope for employment and this is the sector most 

affected and restricted by developments in the formal sector. Every 

enterpri se does, however. gi ve work to at least one person and, 

particularly important, also to family members who could possibly not 

participate in the formal sector. Therein lies its value in 

employment generation. 

3.5 Capital 

1-10St informal sector participants experience a lack of capital and 

difficulty in raising it. This limits their ability to expand or to 
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establish themselves. A survey of a number of studies concluded that; 

II ••• i nforma 1 sector enterpri ses rely heavily on 

i nterna 1 resources (owners. family and fri ends) 

for capital; ••• the lack of credit is a major 

barri er to expansion and .•• they are unable to 

obtain capital from either the banks or the 

goverment in the quantities they need at 

reasonable cost" (Richardson. 1984: 25; see also 

Jurado. 1981: 126 for 1·1an; la). 

Yet, notwithstanding the difficulties inherent in obtaining capital. 

many did own capital equipment. In Freetown 80 percent of the sample 

owned some capital equipment (machines. tools. etc.). most of it 

being either low cost or home made equipment. In Lagos 80 percent of 

the enterprises financed the purchase of capital goods from their own 

savings, 17 percent borrowed from friends and relatives. while 86 

percent said that the lack of capital and difficulty to obtain it was 

a major constraint (Fopohunda, 1981: 76). 

The capi ta 1 requi rements vari ed between the different economi c sub 

sectors. Manufacturing was found to be the most capital intensive 

sector and retail trading the least capital intensive (Fowler. 1981: 

61). All the different subsectors experienced difficulty in obtaining 

working capital. It has been argued that this affects their 

operational efficiency and results in many enterprises going out of 
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business or forcing them to enter into a sub contractual relationship, 

thereby giving up their independence (Schmitz, 1982: 171). 

It is very difficult for informal firms to obtain credit, the lack of 

adequate security often being the reason. Informal businesses seldom 

have a system of record keeping and consequently have no way of 

showing their financial credibility. Banks prefer lending for fixed 

capital investments rather than for the working capital which is so 

vital to an informal business (Richardson, 1984: 25). This was 
. 

illustrated in the Lagos study where it was found that 82 percent of 

the operators had never attempted to seek credit, and, the majority of 

the remainder who had sought bank credit, said that they did not get 

it (Fopohunda, 1981:76). 

I n the case of South A fri ca the 1 ack of capi ta 1 and of prospects to 

obtain it appears to be the same as elsewhere. The South African State 

has however developed special mechanisms designed to provide scarce 

capital to small and informal businesses, yet Krige has argued, on the 

basis of a study done in Kwal4ashu (Natal), that these institutions are 

still not easily accessible to the very small black businesses 

(Krige, 1985). She argues that officials are often unaware of the 

phYSical, social and economic environments in which these businesses 

operate and consequently unconsciously place impossible demands upon 

them. 

There is also evidence that in the Natal/KwaZulu region neither the 
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Small Business Development Corporation nor the KwaZulu Finance 

Corporation are reaching the informal sector adequately. In the Inanda 

survey. only 53 percent of the informal businessmen had heard of 

either of the two, and only 25 percent of the operators claimed to 

know what the corporations did (Nattrass & Glass, 1986). 

In a recent study of the informal sector about a third of the 

respondents said tha t they had experi enced di ffi cul ty in 

establishing and running their business because of a lacK of capital. 

Yet, only 7 percent had said that the cost and availability of capital 

was the most important factor at present limiting their expansion 

(lhttrass, Krige and Nattrass, N.J. 1986). Amongst the manufacturing 

firms in the Factory Flat Survey, throughout KwaZulu, a lack of 

fi nance and cash fl ow problems were poi nted out as bei ng the major 

difficulties faced by the business proprietors, despite the fact that 

these firms had access to finance from the KwaZulu Finance Corporation 

and so were in a relatively prefered position, vis a vis the true 

informal sector operator (Nattrass, N.J.,1984b). 

In the Inanda and Clermont studies it was found that, whilst few firms 

comprised high profit undertakings, there was a clear divide evident 

between the majority of the firms who earned low profits and were 

clearly members of the communi ty of the poor and the smaller group. 

earning profits of more than R200 per month (Nattrass and Glass, 1986: 

119) • 

Clearly the lack of capital could be regarded as one of the most 
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pressing constraints that the informal sector faces, regardless to 

w hi ch sub sec tor it belongs to. 

3.6 The Physical and Economic Environment 

In South Africa many informal sector businesses operate in the 

townships outside large cities. This means that operators have to 

travel to the city in order to obtain certain raw materials. If they 

intend to trade in the city they are faced with the problem of 

licencing and possible evictio~ 

The conditions that prevail in the townships are often not conducive 

to succesful business. There is a lack of infrastructure. For example 

many people do not have electricity, the roads are poor, telephones 

are scarce and many do not have their own means of transpor~ Informal 

businesses are also often isolated, being far away from post offices, 

banks, building societies, other shops and railway stations. 

A good example of the above is the findings of the Inanda study: 

Business premises were, in the majority of cases, of an informal 

nature, i.e. shack developments. 

The majority of operators surveyed in this area were more than 20 

minutes walking distance from a bank or building society and from 

formal factories. Fifty four percent and 45 percent respectively were 
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more than 20 minutes from a post office and other shops. 

There were only three stretches of tarred road in Inanda. Despite the 

poor road network there was, however, a reasonable penetration of 

buses and taxi s into the survey area. There were no rail faelli ties 

in Inanda; neither were there any in Clermont. 

T hi s i nadequa te envi ronment often becomes a cons tra i nt on the 

business. It increases the operational costs and inevitably also the 

chance of failure. Policy makers intending to develop the informal 

sector need to pay close attention to this area. 

3.7 S...ary 

It is clear from the studies mentioned, that the informal sector 

characteristics can and do vary between different enterprises and in 

different countries. Yet, some generalisations can, however, be made 

regarding the characteristics of the sector. 

No generalisations regarding sexual dominance in the sector can be 

made. I·los t i nforma 1 sec tor opera tors are fa i r ly young - between 25 

and 35 years of age. Informal sector operators were also found to be 

poorly educated and were often illiterate. 
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It was found that the income levels of informal sector enterprises 

differ between the subsectors within the informal sector, small scale 

manufacturers, maintenance and repair establishments, for example, are 

more lucrative than those subsectors requiring few skills. 

The informal sector employes fewer people than is usually expected. 

In fact, most informal enterprises employ five or less people. 

It is apparent that over the last ten years much information has been 

collected to document ~he characteristics of the informal sector. The 

value of this is that it gives an indication of the characteristics 

and the subdivisions of and within the sector. 

3.8 Conclusion 

A study of the available literature on the informal sector 

characteristics is advantageous in that it clearly highlights the 

heterogeneous nature of the sector as well as the different subsectors 

within the sector, thus making generalisations about the sector often 

invalid. Yet, it must be emphasised that the informal sector is not 

an entity on its own, but that it has linkages with and fits into the 

larger economy of a country (Tokman, 1978; Bienefeld, 1978; Gerry and 

Birbeck, 1981). 
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With the above in mind the next chapter looks at an approach which can 

accommodate both the heterogeneous nature of the sector as well as 

showing how the sector can fit into the wider econo~. 
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CHAPlER 4 

THE KARGlNAL.ITY APPROACH AND GARBAGE PICKERS 

fhe concept of marginality originated in the study of rural to 

urban mi grati on. Squatter or informal settlements whi ch formed on the 

edge of South American cities were regarded as marginal in the sense 

that they were located outside the urban limits and beyond the 

reaches of normal urban facilities. 

The term came to be used in a much wider sense to include many social, 

economical and psychological aspects of shanty town life. The lack of 

political decision making power also became regarded as characteristic 

of marginality. The co~cept is applicable to cleavages existing 

between broader sectors of society as well, and not only between peri

urban and urban populati ons (Germani, 1980). 

4.1 Definitions of Marginalisation 

According to Perlman marginality is not caused by external 

symptoms such as the poor housing and living conditions of the South

American favelas but by the historical process of urbanisatio~ 

"Marginalisation is the ~~nsequence of a new model of development (or 

underdevelopment) that has, as a basic characteristic, the exclusion 

of vast sectors of the populati on from its mai n producti ve apparatus" 

(Perl man, 1976: 251). Perl man a 1 so regards dependency as centra 1 to 
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discussions of marginal i sation. Large segments of the population are 

excluded from the mainstream of society and, as such, they form a 

dependent group. Their dependency is defined by their integration or 

lack thereof, into the functions of the external economy. The 

marginalised sector is excluded from the decision-making processes of 

the existing social system. An example of marginalised people who are 

ina pos i ti on of dependency because they have no access to the 

decision-making process would be the chronically unemployed. 

Germani defines marginality as the lack of, and exclusion from 
/ 

participation in possible roles in society. 

"In reality, what is commonly supposed in any 

definition of marginality is not the simple 

lack of participation. or exerci se of roles. 

in either a general or a specific area or in 

given spheres in human activity, but the lack of 

participation in those spheres which are 

considered to be within the radius of action 

and/or access of the individual or group. 

11arginality is imputed through a comparison 

between a de facto situation and a certain 

model: the role set which the individual or group 

should play according to given a priori 

principles" (Germani, 1980:9). 
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l-targinality can be caused by socio-economic, socio-political, . 

demographic, cultural, socio-psychological and personality factors. 

;"any authors, especially those writing about marginality in South

America, implicitly assume that the informal sector is autonomous from 

the formal sector. Indeed, in many instances the informal sector is 

regarded as a marginal sector precisely because it does appear to be 

separate from the formal sector or the rest of the economy, and is 

excluded from access to the resources of production and the formal 

product markets. Nevertheless, despi te its apparent exclusion, the 

informal sector remains subordinated to and dependent on the formal 

sector (Tokman, 1978:169). Operators in the sector lack any real 

economic decision-making power. However, notwithstanding the fact that 

they exi st at the margi n of the domi nant economi c and soci a 1 sys tern, 

informal operators still remain part of the overall system. 

IIIn some instances the informal sector is equated 

wi th "the Imargi na 11 sector. Thi s depi cts the idea 

of an excl uded sub stratum of an under-class 

beneath the low-class insiders. In this way of 

thinking marginality is the result of a 

stratification process taking place within the 

working class as a consequence of 

industrialisation ll (J·1011er, 1986: 6). r 
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Germani's conception of multi dimensional marginality locates the 

marginalised people vis-a-vis the larger society in the longer term. 

He argues that if the marginal sector is placed outside the system 

of stratification, it imputes to the marginal situation a radical or 
• 

total character that is incomparable to any other condition or 

location within society. To do this, he argues, would be theoretically 

and analytically unfruitful. However, on the other hand, if the 

marginal sector is located in such a way that it is seen in relation 

to the larger society of which it is considered to be a part, albeit a 

marginal part, then it can be analysed in terms of the degree of 

marginality that is experienced. Total or absolute marginality would 

imply that the group in question is completely separated from the rest 

of society and is deprived of any form of participation, either acti ve 

or passive, and has no communication or any other type of relation to 

society at large (Germani, 1980:8 as quoted in Moller, 1986:7). 

Societal segments could then be usefully located in terms of how 

closely they approach, or do not approach, total marginality. This 

concept of margi na 1 i ty appears to be more useful from an ana lyti ca 1 

viewpoi nt si nce the margi na 1 i ty argument woul d have 1 i ttle value if 

it had solely to advocate complete autonomy from the formal sector. 

Gerry, too, feels that to advocate autonomy would result in 

marginality analysis falling into the trap of "sterile and 

counterproducti ve dual ism" whi ch woul d mil itate agai nst the di scovery 

of "the crucial dialectic which connects the twin poles of urban 

production and drives the system onwards" (Gerry, 1978:1148). 
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As has been pointed out earlier, the informal sector cannot 

operate independently from the formal sector or, for that matter from 

the economy as a whole. Thi s sector is dependent on the formal 
~ 

sector for its raw materials, capital, and markets. _ Oependenc~ is 

also manifested in the supply of products by the informal sector to 

the formal sector. In respect of the capital goods employed in the 

informal sector the sector faces a virtual monopoly by the formal 

sector in terms of the supply of these goods and their subsequent 

repair and maintenance (Gerry, 1978; Tokman, 1978). 

Although the informal sector has significant links with the rest of 

the economy it, at the same time, presents a considerable degree of 

self containmen~ This autonomy is manifested particularly by the fact 

that the informal sector supplies its own ' demand. for many of the 

products it produces, through the role played by i nforma 1 commerce, 

and the sale of second hand goods whi ch reduces the transference of 

va 1 ue outsi de the sector Wattrass, N.J, 1984a:20). 

r- The overall extent of the informal sector's marginality is manifested 

in its subordinate position, vis a vis, the formal sector of the 

economy. The informal sector's access to resources and markets is 

often controlled and limited by the formal sector. However, it must 

be appreciated that the informal sector is not a homogenous entity but 

consi sts of a variety of subsectors and further, that the degree of 

marginality experienced by the subsectors will differ. The extent of 

the exclusion of a sub-sector of the informal sector will be largely 
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determined by the linkages that exist between it and the formal 

sector. and the access the the sub-sector has to vi tal resources and 

markets. I Some subsectors of the i nforma 1 sector w111 be 1 ess 

dependent on the formal sector because they have some bargaining 

power. Thi s barga i ni ng power may come from thei r geographi ca 1 

location. For example, in South Africa, the informal sector can 

penetrate areas like the black townships which are often inaccessible 

to formal sector operators. The more marginalised sections such as 

the survi va 1 subsec tors of street tradi ng and garbage pi ck i ng 1 ack 

such bargaining strength in general. They find themselves almost 

completely dependent on the formal sector and, therefore, one can say 

that these sectors are highly likely to be marginalised and, further, 

that ironically, it is their very dependence on the formal sector that 

has marginalised them from the wider society. 

i·1argi na 1 i sed subsectors of the i nforma 1 sector such as garbage pi cki ng 

and hawking are entered into often simply because the person entering 

is, himself, marginalised from the socio-economic system to the extent 

that he/she has no other alternative means of survival. 

4.2 The Garbage Picker and Marginalit¥ 

The garbage picker, as part of the informal sector, can be regarded as 

being, in some senses, doubly marginalised (politically, economically 

as well as socially) since h~/she is not only excluded/marginalised 

from the formal sector of the economy, but also from the rest of the 
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informal sector whose members appear to regard the picker with scorn 

and di sda in. 

In a country like South Africa, where unemployment is a problem, and 

the state does not provi de adequa te we 1 fare or soci a 1 securi ty, the 

marginalised are left to their own devices (Lomnitz, 1977:111). It 

will be shown later in this study that the garbage pickers were, in 

general, otherwise unemployed and, like many others in similar 

pos i ti ons in LDC I s, had turned tQ the i nforma 1 sector and to garbage 

picking as a means .of survival. Garbage pickers, scavenge on the 

garbage dumps and sell or re-use the usable items they find even, in 

some cases, to the extent of eating any left over food they find. 

The garbage pickers certainly seemed to be awate of their 

marginalisation: in answer to the question "How do the people in your 

community view your type of work?", most responded by saying that 

they were regarded wi th suspi ci on and ri di cule and were despi sed by 

thei r communi ti es. 

According to i'1011er; 

"Conci ousness of margi na 1 i ty, is also necessary so 

that a marginal sector can take initiatives, or 

participate in initiatives, with the end of 

modifying its situation" (l.1011er, 1986:8). 
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However. Moller's view seems to be a contradiction, since marginalised 

people are powerless and are marginalised because of this 

powerlessness. Whilst consciousness of their situation. may be a 

necessary condition for the institution of any remedial action by the 

marginalised, it will certainly not be a sufficient condition to 

guarantee such acti on. 

There is not much that the pickers can do to change the conditions 

they work under. In practice, they are continually faced with police 

harassment, with very unsympathetic municipal workers and waste 

company managers, who regard the pre sense of pi ckers on the garbage 

dumps as undesirable. Some evidence was, however, obtained that showed 

that the pickers have, when necessary combined to fight for their 

right to be allowed to continue to pick. For example, when threatened 

with exclusion from the Westville dump near Durban, as a result of the 

mil i tant acti on of the pi ckers (they set dumps and machi nery a 1i ght 

and threa tened the 1 i ves of guards) the dec is i on to stop the 

pi ckers' access to the dump was resc i nded and they were allowed to 

conti nue to pi ck on the dump. 

Not only were the pickers surveyed part of a margina1ised group, but 

a significant number of them were also found to be in a very clear 

dependency relationship, with the formal sector, being dependent on 

the large waste recyclers for a market for their products. The waste 

industry, on the other hand is also, but to a very much lesser degree, 

dependent on the garbage picker for the collection of waste to be 

recycled. It is thus in the interest of the waste industry to 
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encourage the pickers so long as the costs of their products are lower 

than any alternative means of garbage separation, since this is an 

essential process in the recycling of garbage. 

Whilst it is generally accepted that the informal sector is a marginal 

sector and further that the degree of marginalisation varies within 

the sector itself, relatively little work has been done on the 

detailed aspects of the marginalised sub-sectors. This study of the 

garbage pi ckers in and around Durban, is an attempt to fi 11 in thi s 

information vacuum. 

The ai m of the study was to fi nd out where garbage pi cki n9 fi ts into 

the informal sector and the extent and nature of the links that the 

sector may have with the rest of the informal sector as well as with 

the formal sector of the economy. 

The study is discussed in detail in the remainder of this thesis. 
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CHAPTER 5 

AI~ UITRODUCTION TO T1£ EMPIRICAL STUDY. 

5.1 Introduction 

"There is no sig'ht that so impressively advertises 

the ex is tence of poverty as does that of the 

garbage picker at work. If anything represents 

the employment and income problems of a 

'developing economy then it is .•••.•• Cali's 

'vul tures' as they sort through what other people 

have chosen to throwaway" (Birlc.beck, 1979:161). 

It is generally assumed that the garbage picker is forced to pick 

because he or she cannot find employment elsewhere. The garbage 

picker is also often regarded as a vagrant who is too lazy to find 

employment elsewhere. 1 

This research was conducted partly because the researcher suspected • 

tha t the garbage pi cker is, indeed, a worker who is part of an 

indus tri a 1 system and who does thi s work because there is no 

alternative open to him or her. It is also presumed that the pickers 

sell their collections and, therefore, form part of the informal 

sector. 

1. 'rhis was the attitude held towards the pickers by most of the 
people in the formal waste industry who were interviewed by the 
researcher. 
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(I In the next section which deals with the empirical findings. the work 

done by the garbage pi cker in part of Durban's metropo 11 tan area is 

examined. Information is also obtained relating to the nature of the 

role the garbage picker plays in the economy. Through questions 

relating to the picker's income, an attempt will be made to determine 

whether garbage picking is a viable survival strategy or not. 

Since the picker forms part of the informal sector, this study will be 

regarded as a micro-study of this sector and, as such, it should help 

to further the understanding of the overall economic role played by 

the informal sector in the econo~. 

5.2 The Survey Methodology 

f,} O 

In order to determine the extent and nature of the garbage picking 

activity within the informal sector, an empirical ,study was done 011 

three garbage dumps in the greater Durban area • 

... \ ( ~ '-' " , ~'-" ,.,. 

The following lnformation was obtained by means of a survey: 

1) The demographic characteristics of the pickers, in terms of 

sex. age, marital status, educational qualifications, place 

of birth and residential status in the area. 

/" 

\ 2. The income collected through the the collection of garbage 

and the major uses thereof. 
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3. The relationship between the average income, age and sex of 

the picker, his/her level of education and the picker's 

experience in this occupation. 

4. The relationship between income earned and the types of 

items collected. 

5. The working conditions and hardships endured by pickers. 

5.2.1 The Sa.ple Frame ( 

A survey was conducted during November and December 1985 among 

~urban's garbage pickers and scavengers. A structured, pre-coded_ 

interview schedule was used which included questions relating to 

demography, income, work patterns and attitudes to the work being 

done. A copy of the questionnaire is given in Appendix 1. A ~total of 

96 people were interviewed, 69 of whom were interviewed at the 

Westville dump, 10 in Pinetown and 18 at the Springfield garbage dump. 

These dumps were chosen as survey sites for two reasons: firstly 

because of the presence of pickers on these dumps; secondly, because, 

with some difficulty, permission could be obtained from the 

appropriate authorities to conduct interviews with the pickers on the 

respective dump~ 
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~ Pickers were interviewed at random. although some bias was introduced 

by thei r presence on the dump and by thei r wi 11 i ngness to be 

interviewed. Some of the people were embarrassed to be approached but 

very few actually refused to be interviewed. The interviews lasted. 

on average. for half an hour. It became clear to the interviewers as 

the research proceeded that the topic of the research was highly 

emotive from the picker's view point and many expressed the hope that 

through the study. their lot might be improved. 

At Pinetown only 10 pickers were allowed on the dump to pick. 

Consequently. the whole universe of pickers on this dump were 

surveyed. At Westville not all the pickers were interviewed. as the 

sample size was considered adequate. A smaller sample was used on the 

Springfield dump than was the case at Westville. because the pickers 

were only allowed to pick for two hours a day on this dump, and it was 

fe 1 t by the researcher tha t by i ntervi ewi ng pi ckers they were bei ng 

kept from thei r work. 

N!) Although the scientific basis on which the sample was selected was 
./ 

certainly far short of ideal, it was, nevertheless, felt that it was 

the best that could be done in the difficult Circumstances and that 

data obtained would, despite the sample limitations, still be 

extremely usefu 1 as ~scri pti ve of the si tuations prevai 1 ing in the 

garbage picking aspect of the waste industry in the Durban area. 

However. it should be appreciated that the bias in the sample prevent 

the generalisation of the findings to garbage pickers in other areas. 
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CHAPTER 6 

THE DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS or TN[ PICKERS SURVEYED 

6.1 The Age and Sex Structure of the Sallple 

If garbage picking is !.!!m,le.aJ-';1--'-'.JL ........ l .L;·s"'-'e"--"d to the point at which it become$ 

~olely a strategy for survival, one would expect to find it dominated 

by people who cannot find alternative employment. [ rom the sex ratio 

point of view, because women . in general experience more difficulty in. 

obtaining work, one might expect to find a predominance of _~o ~~n 

amongst the pickers. In ~anuary 1986 for example, of the unemployed 

Blacks counted in the Current Population Survey, ~3 percent were women 

and 47 percent were men (Statistical News Release, 1986: 374). 

Women are discriminated against in the formal workplace and there is -- ~ 

~o~eason to assume that their position will be that different in the 

i~forrnal economy: This being so one would expect women to filter down 

to the lowest occupational strata in th.e informal sector in much the 

same way as they do in the formal sector and to be relatively over 

represented in areas such as garbage picking. In actuality, however, 

although women did make up the majority of the sample . ( ~6 percent of 

the pi ckers surveyed), ~he extent of thei r domi nance was lower than 

expected. 
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In view of the higher than expected presence of lien it is useful to 

ask why there were so many men scavengi n9 on garbage dumps? South 

Africa has been experiencing an economic recession during the last few 

years.As a result more men than usual are unemployed and they have to 

find an alternative way to support themselves and their families. 

Garbage picking offers one such an alternative. 

The age distribution of the pickers surveyed is also very interesting 

and is given in Table 6.1 below. 

A'lt <: 

Table 6.1 The Age Distribution Qf the Sample ~ 

Number in Percent Cumulative 
Age Category of Total Percent 

o - 10 yrs 2 2,1 2.1 
11 - 20 yrs 25 26,0 28,1 
21 - 30 yrs 29 30,2 58,3 
31 - 40 yrs 20 20,8 79,2 
41 - 50 yrs 7 7,3 86,5 
51 - 60 yrs 7 7,3 93,8 
60 + yrs 6 6,3 100,0 

Total 96 100,0 

"f he majority of scavengers fell into the young age groups; 26 percent 

were between the ages of 11 and 20 years and 30 percent were aged 

between 21 and 30 years, which means that 58 percent were aged 30 
. 

years or less. A further 20 percent fell into the age category of 

between 31 and 40 years. The mean average age of the pickers was 31 

years but 50 percent were aged 27 years or under. The difference 
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between the mean age of the sample and the median age again 

illustrates the relative predominance of the younger age groups. 

The age breakdown by sex is given in Table 6.2. 

Table 6.2 The Age/Sex Distribution of the Sa~lel ~) 

Percentage of Sam~le Percentage of 
Age Group Category Age Category 

;\en Homen :·Ien Women 

o - 10 yrs 0 1,0 100,0 
11 - 20 yrs 21,0 5,2 80,0 20,0 
21 - 30 yrs 8,3 21,9 27,6 72,4 
31 - 40 yrs 7,3 13,5 35,0 65.0 
41 - 50 yrs 3.1 4,2 42,9 57.1 
51 - 60 yrs 1,0 6,2 14,3 85,7 
61 + 2,1 4,2 33,3 66,7 

42,8 56,2 42,8 56,2 

i40t all the pickers responded to the question regarding sex (n = 95 ). 

The men appear. on average to be younger than the women. Twenty-one 

percent of the pickers between the age of 11 and 20 years were men 

whereas only 5,2 percent of the women fell into this age group. The 

majority of women were aged between 21 and 40 years old. All the 

chi ldren under 10 years were female, and 80 percent of adolescents 

were rna le. 

1. All percentages used, unless stated otherwise, refer to the 
percentage of the total sample. 
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Whilst the fact that adult men have better prospects. on average. of 

enteri n9 the forma 1 ~ob market than do women. can exp 1 ai n the 

domi nante of women in the adul t age categori es. It is not easy to 

find a similar explanation for the dominance of the boys amongst the 

adolescent workers. Perhaps the reason here relates to a family's 

desire to protect their younger girls from conditions on the dumps. 

6.2 Harital Status 

5i xty-seven percent of the sample had never been married. 11 percent 

were marri ed and the remainder (21 percent) were ei ther 1 i vi ng wi th 

someone. widowed or divorced. 

6.3 Family Size 

Pickers were questioned on the size of their family. its structure and 

wnether or not they were the sole breadwinners. From the answers 

obtained it appeared that the size of tne family varied between two' 

and sixteen people. with the mean family size being six people. 

Nearly two thirds of the pickers had between one and five 

Children. 6.3 percent had between six and ten children. The relatively 

high percentage (31 percent) who had no children is explained by the 

overall youthfullness of tile sample. 
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6.4 The IlllPortAnce of the Ea",ings frOil Picking to the Fa.il, 

r ab le 0.3 contai ns data sho~i ng the breakdo~n of the sample in terms 

of whether the picker was the sole earner in the family or no~ 

Table 6.3: The Distribution by the Nu.ber of 

Earners in the Falllily "3' 

Category 

Sole bread,,,inner 
;1ore than one earner 

Percentage of Sample 

Percentage of 
:'\en .~omen 

65 
35 

43 

72 
28 

57 

Studies of other subsectors of the informal economy have shown clearly 

that a significant proportion of the operators in some sectors ~ork 

only to supplement their family incomes (Krige, 1985). If the garbage 

picking sector is acting as a buffer for the destitute, as was 

hypothesised earlier, then one would expect that a high proportion of 

the pickers ~ould be the sole bread~inner in their family or at the 

very least, that the other bread~inners ~ould also be engaged in 

simi'lar survival activities. 

Taking the sample as a whole, 69 percent of the pickers said that 

they ~ere the sole earners in their family. Amongst those who were 
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not the only earner. 13.5 percent said that they were helped by live

in relatives other than their immediate family. Of the additional 

earners only 23 percent were in receipt of a regular wage. A higher 

proportion of the ~omen (72 percent) said that they were the sole 

earners in their families which. again, is illustrative of the more 

disadvantaged position of women in general. 

Taking these findings together, they are a clear indication of the 

degree of poverty and desperation that pushes people into garbage 

picking and are evidence of the survival role played by the sector 

itself • 

6.5 The Rural links of the Garbage Pickers ~ 

In an urban situation where the rate of rural-urban migration is high 

and influx control has operated to institutionalise a system of 

circulating migration, one would expect that a low level occupation 

like garbage picking would be dominated by relatively recent entrants 

to the urban economy who have left their families in the rural areas 

(due to influx control). In an attempt to test this hypothesis, 

pickers in the sample were asked when they left the rural areas (if at 

all) and their answers are given in Table 6.4 
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Table 6.4 : Rural Urban Migrants by length of Urban Residence ({) 

vate of Ueparture from Rural Area 

Less than 6 months ago 
6 months to 1 year 
1 - 2 years 
2 - 4 years 
5 years and over 

Percentage of Sample 
Born in Rural Areas 

in Category 

3,3 
4.9 
8,3 
3,2 

SO,3 

100,0 

The data in Table 6.4, relating to the residence of the scavengers, 

shows very clearly that the hypothesis relating to recent urban 

entrants is not correct. Although 70 percent of the sample said 

they had been born in a rural area, 73 percent of the rural born, 

also said that they had been living in the town for longer than five 

years. Further, 76 percent of those surveyed, said that they lived 

with tneir families - suggesting that garbage picking as an occupation 

is dominated by the well established urban poor rather than by new 

ru ra 1 entrants. 

6.6 The Educational Qualifications of the Pickers 

Tne educational profile of the pickers surveyed is contained in the 

data given in Tables 6.5 and 6.6. 
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Table 6.5 : Education Levels by Sex <) "1 

Highest Percentage of sa~le in category 
Level of 
Education ;,'a le Female Total 
Attai ned 

Less than 
~td. 3 12,5 23,0 35,5 
Std. 3-5 13,5 16,7 30,2 
Std. 6-8 15,7 15,7 31,4 
,latric 1,0 1,0 2,0 

rotal 42,7 56,4 99,1 

~ot all the pickers responded to the question regarding sex (n=95). 

The majority of the pickers (64,5 percent) had reached an educational 

level of standard three or above and, as such, can be taken to be 

functionally literate. However, the overall average educational 

levels were low and 50 percent of the sample had completed only 

Standard 4 (6 years of formal schooling). At the higher end of the 

spectrum 14,5 percent of the total sample had a junior certificate (10 

years of schooling), while only two percent had a full school 

education. 

The men were generally better educated than the women; 39 percent of 

the men had reached an educational level higher than Standard 5, 

whereas only 32 percent of the women had reached the same level of 

education. 
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Table 6.6 contains data showing educational profiles by age. 

"fable 6.6 : Education Levels by Agel 

Percentage of Sample in Age Category by Highest 
level of Education Reached 

Age 
Category 

less than Standard Standard Over Stan-
Std 3 3 - 5 6 - 8 dard 8 

(Percentage) (Percentage) {Percentage} {Percentage} 

0 10 years 2,1 
11 - 20 years 11,5 7,3 7,3 
21 - 30 years 7,3 8,3 12,5 2,1 
31 40 years 5,2 9,3 6,3 
Over 40 years 10,4 5,2 5,2 

N = 96 36,5 30,1 31,3 2,1 

The overall conclusion to be drawn from the data in Table 6.6, is that 

even in this sample where educational levels are, in general, low, the 

better educated are to be found among the younger generations. Fifty 

percent of the age group 21 - 30 years had complete primary education 

or more, as against only 28 percent of those older than 30 years. 

However, bearing in mind the nature of the garbage.picking sector, the 

high percentage of people under 30 with education also provides some 

evidence of the fact that this group cannot find formal employment, 

despite their education. This could be the result of their lack of 

1. None of the pickers interviewed had reported Std. 9 as being the 
highest level of education they had reache~ 
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work experi ence. as well a reflecti on of the present economi c 

recession being experienced in the country. A similar finding is 

documented in the survey of informal business in the Inanda area, 

also in Durban (Uattrass and Glass, 1984: 12). 

Access to a formal sector job is not simply a matter of obtaining 

education. In a study of 187 African households covering 220 employed 

adults, 163 unemployed adults, and 137 school going children done in 

Port Elizabeth in 1984, it was found that for the majority of Africans 

destined to work at a semi-skilled or unskilled level, factors such as 

age, sex, previous experience, and access to contacts who were already 

emp 1 oyed, were more important in ensuri ng that an i ndi vi dua 1 found a 

job than education. The reasons for this were complex, and the 

researchers commented; 

"The operation of internal labour markets, the de

skilling of jobs, the recession and the need to 

control the labour force all interacted to down-

grade education as a giver of life's chances" 

(Gilmour and Roux: 1984, p.40). 

6.7 An Overview of the ne.ography of the Garbage Picters 

In summary, the major demographic characteristics of the garbage 

pickers surveyed were: 
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1. Both sexes were represented, women be; ng ; n the 

majori ty. 

2. The majori ty of p; ckers were.young (between 15 and 35 

years of age). 

3. The mean family s; ze of pickers was si x people and 69 

percent were· the sole bread wi nner in the family. 

4. I~ost pickers were unmarried. 

5. The pickers were poorly educated and many were 

ill iterate. 

These findings correspond closely to the findings of the ILO study as 

well as to those of the other case studies discussed in Chapter 2 and 

sugges t that, whil stone mi ght argue tha t garbage pi ck i ng as a 

subsec tor of the i nforma 1 sector is amongst one of the lowest 

opportunity sectors, the people who work in it do not differ all that 

significantly from those who work in the other subsectors. 
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CHAPTDt 7 

&ARBAGE PICKUIG AS AM OCCUPATION : IS IT A TEMPORARY 

OR PERt4ANOIT OCCUPATION? 

7.1 The length of TiE spent as • Picker 

In keeping with the other sectors of the informal sector. that have 

been identified as survival sectors such as hawking and small-time 

craft manufacture (Hart, 1973), one would hypothesise that if garbage 

picking is seen as a survival strategy then it would be viewed by 

those in the activity, as a temporary occupation - something to tide 

them over until they can find a better paying and more pleasant type 

of work. Under these circumstances one would expect a relatively high 

rate of labour turnover in the occupation. There are two aspects to 

whether or not garbage picking is seen as a temporary occupation. 

Firstly, whether the occupation is, in fact, one that experiences a 

hi gh rate of entry and exit. i.e. whether people actually leave the 

sub sector as soon as they can do better. Secondly. whether or not 

people working in the sector perceive it as a temporary occupation, 

whether they. in fact. leave it or not. Both of these aspects are 

examined in this section. 

To see to what extent there was a high labour turnover in the sector, 

pi cleers were asked how long they had been pi clc i ng garbage and thei r 

answers are tabulated below in Table 7.1 
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Table 7.1 : The Distribution of the Sa.ple 

by the Ihllber of Years Spent Picting 

Number of Number in Percent Cumulative 
Years Spent category of Sample Percentage 
Picking 

Less than 1 yr 18 18,8 18,8 
1 - 3 yrs 64 66,7 85,5 
4 - 6 yrs 8 8,3 93,8 
7 - 10 yrs 3 3,1 96.9 

11 - 15 yrs 2 2,1 99,0 
Over 15 yrs 1 1.0 100,0 

96 = 100 

The data in Table 7.1 show that indeed there was a high rate of labour 

turnover in the sector. By far the majority of the pickers 

interviewed. 86 percent, had been garbage picking for less than three 

years, 67 percent of the pickers said that they had been picking for 

between 1 and 3 years and 19 percent for less than a year. This shows 

clearly that most pickers interviewed had only been doing this work 

for a relatively short time and does suggest that picking is seen as a 

temporary measure by the pickers and is probably tied to the overall 

economic trends in the country. 

7.2 Time Spent by Sex of the Picker 

Since men have better 4ccess to formal sector work than women they are 

even less likely to seek garbage picking as a perman~nt occupation and 
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a higher percentage of them are likely to have been picking for a 

relatively short time. To test whether this hypothesis was correct the 

data was re-analysed in terms of the sex of the pickers and the 

results are given in Table 7.2. 

A 1 though the difference between the work hi story of the sexes is not 

as marked as one might expect, given the differences in access to the 

1 abour market, nevertheless, 27 percent of the men had been pi ck i ng 

for less than one year as against 13 percent of woman in this category 

and 90 percent of the men had been picking for three years or less, 

whereas 83 percent of the women were in this category. 

Table 7.2 Distribution of Sample by Sex of the Picker and the 

Nu~r of years Picking 

No. of Years 
Spent 

Picking 

iJnder 1 yr 
1 - 3 yrs 
4 - 6 yrs 
7 - 10 yrs 

Over 10 yrs 

I~ale 
Percentage 

of 
Sample 

11,5 
27,0 
2,1 
1,0 
1,0 

Percentage 
of Sex 

Category 

27,0 
63,4 
5,0 
2,4 
2,4 

100 

Sex 
Female 

Percentage Percentage 
of of Sex 

Sample Catgegory 

7,3 
39,0 
6,3 
1,0 
2,0 

56 

13,0 
70,4 
11,1 
2,0 
4,0 

100 

Taken as a whole, however, the number of years that women have been 

picking is not significantly different from that found for men,1 

1. A . ch~-~quare test carried out on the data obtained was not 
slgnlflcant at the 0,05 level ( 2 = 0,95 df = 1), and so it is 
concluded that there is no difference between the sexes and 
numbers of years pickin~ 
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except that many more women (12,8 percent) fell into the 4 - 6 yrs 

ca tegory than di d men (6,7 percent). T hi s 1 eads one to suspect tha t 

women are affected first by an economic recession, and are possibly 

more vulnerable. 

7.3 Ti.e Spent by Age of Picker 

If garbage picking was a preferred occupation rather than a survival 

or fallback-strategy one would expect the length of time that a picker 

had spent picking to be positively correlated to his/her age. Table 

7.3 relates picking time to the age of the picker. 

Age of 
Picker 

o - 10 
11 - 20 
21 - 30 
31 - 40 
41 - 50 
51 - 60 
60 + 

n = 78 

Table 7.3 : Distribution of Sample by Age and the 

Nu~r of Years Picking 

Percentage of Sample in Category 

Number of Years Spent Picking 
1-3 yrs 4-6 yrs 7-10 yrs over. 10 yrs Total 

1,3 1,3 2,6 
21,9 2,6 1,3 25,1 
26,9 2,6 1,3 30,8 
19,2 2,6 1,3 22,8 
1,3 1,3 2,6 
6,4 1,3 1,3 9,0 
4,2 1,0 5,2 

81,4 10,1 3,9 3,9 100,0 
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Eighteen (18,7 percent) pickers had been picking for less than a year 

and are, therefore, not included in this Table. 

The data show that in all age groups, the majority of pickers had only 

been picking for a relatively short time, between 1 and 3 years. 

Exceptions did, however, occur, for instance 1 percent of pickers 

between the ages of 21 and 50 years said that they had been picking 

for more than 6 years. 

Although only two children were interviewed, many more children were 

seen on the dumps. It seems that some children spend time helping to 

collect garbage on the city's dumps, probably because the mothers work 

for themselves and are not supervised, and so can take the children to 

the dump where they can keep an eye on them. The author saw young 

children playing on the dumps. It is then only natural that these 

children should start collecting items, either to play with, to help 

their mothers or to sell for pocket money. 

7.4 Time Spent by Levels of Education Reached 

Table 7.4 contains data relating educational levels to the length of 

time the picker had been picking on the dumps. 
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Table 7~4 Level of Education by Number of Years Picking 

Number of Years Spent Picking 
Level of Percentage 
Education Over in Educa-

1-3 yrs 4-6 yrs 7-10 yrs 10 yrs ti on Cate 
gory 

% % % % 

Less than 
Std. 3 22,0 4,2 3,1 1,0 36,5 
Std 3 - 5 21,0 2,2 1,0 30,1 
Std 6 - 8 22,0 2,2 1,0 31,3 
' ~atric 2,1 2,1 

67,1 8,6 3,1 3,0 100,0 

The data confirms the earlier findings that education does not appear 

to be a significant variable determining whether or not a person 

enters the garbage pi ck i ng sector. Indeed, i rrespecti ve of the 

educational level reached, the majority of pickers had only been 

pi ck i ng for from one to three years. Those pi ckers who were 

functionally illiterate were found in most categories indicating the 

length of time spent in picking, as indeed were those with higher 

levels of education. Thirteen percent had picked for from 4 to 6 years 

and 10 percent for 7 to 10 years, and 3 percent for more than 10 

years. 

7.5 Work History 

In a further attempt to identify the socio-economic role played by 

garbage pickers, the scavengers were questioned obout their work 

hi story. Fifty-three percent of the pickers interviewed said that 
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they had never had a steady paying job. Of these 58 percent were 

women and 38 percent men. 

l-1 embers of the subsamp 1e of 47 pi ckers who had previ ous 1y been 

employed were asked; What their last job was? \~ hy they left that 

job? What they had earned? And how long ago they had held a job? 

The replies are discussed below. 

Table 7.5 contains data showing the kind of employment the picker had 

previously held. 

Table 7.5 : Previous Employment of Picker 

Sector or Percent of 
Occupation Number Total 

j'4anufacturi ng 6 13 
Construction 6 13 
Domestic 18 38 
Sales 4 8 
Securi ty 2 4 
r4essenger 2 4 
Labourer 8 17 
Railways 1 1 

Total 47 100 

It is clear from the data that the majority of the pickers who had had 

formal sector wage jobs had been employed in low skilled occupations 

since 68 percent had been employed as either domestic servants, 

build i ng workers or labourers. 
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Only 23 pickers gave data relating to their previous earnings. Wages 

reported were low and varied between R15 and R90 per month. Because 

most pickers had been picking for more than a year, these figures can 

only be taken as a rough indication of their alternative earning 

capacity. 

The reasons gi ven for lea vi ng the previ ous job were vari ed. Ten of 

the 38 who answered the question (26 percent), said they had been 

retrenched - they were all men. Whilst amongst the other reasons 

given were health reasons (16 percent), inadequate wages (13 percent), 

and fi rms closure (24 percent). 

The view advanced earl ier that the unexpectedly large number of men 

who were found picking, is a result of the current economic recession 

being experienced by the country, is further supported by the fact 

that the majority of men, when asked, gave retrenchment as the reason ' 

why they had left thei r previ ous job. 

Turni ng to the other aspect of the 'temporary nature of the work' -

the pi ckers own vi ew of the occupati on, pi ckers were asked whether 

they would rather be formally employed and, if so, why they held that 

view. In answer to the first part of this question, 58 percent of the 

pickers said that they would prefer a wage job and gave the following 

reasons: 
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(i) picking is not stimulating work; 

(ii) they need to earn more; 

(iv) pickers need a permanent job; 

(v) their work is insecure. in that they can be evicted at any 

time 

(vi) police harassment 

(vii) pickers have no access to a workers union and 

(viii) the picker has an education or trade which he is not using 

while pi cki ng. 

Another factor which influences the temporary nature of garbage 

picking as an occupation is the legal position of the pickers. From 

the answers given by the pickers it is clear that eviction from the 

dumps by police is also one of the factors which forces them to regard 

their position as temporary. The pickers are legally regarded as 

trespassers on private property. and are prosecuted on this basis. In 

addition the researcher was told that legislation has been proposed 

for 1987 whereby it will become illegal for anyone not formally 

employed in the garbage industry. to collect garbage on dumps. 

I n the case of the ~Iestvi lle dump. these were pi ckers who were 

officially permitted by the respective firm managing the dump - (in 

thi s case, ~hste Tech) to pi ck on the dump - the other pi ckers on 
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this dump then being technically illegal. Since Mr. A (and those 

picking for him) was Waste-Tech's sole sub contractor. The 

relationship between Waste-Tech and Mr. A can be seen as an attempt by 

\~aste-Tech to control the numbers of pickers present on the dump. 

Prior to Waste-Tech's control of the Westville dump, it was managed by 

the \Jestville municipality who did not have either the means or the 

manpower to control the number of pickers on the dumps effectively. In 

this period, the pickers picking were subjected to the minimum 

harassment. As a resul t, when Waste-tech started to manage the 

Westvi lle dump they were opposed to the idea of pi ckers and di d not 

initially allow anyone to pick on the dump. This decision was, 

however, strongly resisted by the pickers. The dump was set on fire~ a 

nightwatchman was stabbed and Waste-tech machinery was damaged. Waste

tech compromised with the pickers by allowing twenty people to pick 

for Mr. A. These pickers carry identity cards with them, which they 

show during raids by the authorities. Other pickers on the Westville 

dump are, strictly speaking, illegal. However, Waste-tech is still 

finding it very difficult to control the number of pickers on the 

dump, despite the above mentioned strategy and police raids. 

7.6 Seeking Alternative Work 

Finally. in an attempt to ascertain the extent to which pickers really 

did view their present occupation as a 'stop gap' or survival 

exercise, pickers were asked whether they were actually seeking other 

occupations. In answer to this question a massive 85,4 percent stated 
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tha t they were. 

7.7 Conclusion - A Survival Strategy 

Taking all the evidence presented in this chapter, it is clear 

from the picker's work history, both in the garbage industry and in 

the formal sector of the economy that garbage picking is, indeed, 

regarded as a temporary occupation by the pickers. It is an occupation 

that is essentially a fall back strategy, one that is entered into in 

order to survive and because the picker has no other means open to 

him. Equally clearly, it is not a preferred occupation and is 

disliked by the occupants. It is an occupation that will be left as 

soon as the individual concerned can find a better alternative. 
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CHAPTER 8 

THE ECONOIU C ASPECTS OF GARBAGE PICK I NG 

8.1 Items Collected. the Use thereof and the Links 

with the Formal and lnfonnal Sector 

A wide variety pf products pass through to the garbage dumps from 

throw outs from private homes, to the waste products of the retail 

trade and the large scale waste disposal that occurs from certain 

industries. The mix of collectable items selected by the people 

picking garbage is of significant analytical interest, since, not only 

will it be a determinant of the individual picker's income, but also 

of the extent and the nature of the linkage relationships that will be 

built up between the pickers as a group, and both the informal and 

formal sectors of the economy. 

Consequently, the pickers surveyed were asked a series of questions 

relating to the commodities they picked and the use to which they put 

their collection, i.e. whether they sold it?, if so to whom?, whether 

they used it themsel ves or used it as an input into a manufacturi ng 

process - the output from which was used or sold? 

The replies relating to the nature of the products picked are given in 

Table 8.1 below. The results show that the scavengers will collect 

virtually anything that is of value either because it can be of use in 
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their homes or because it can be sold. Althouth scavenging for own 

use was widespread, pickers did, however, tend to concentrate most of 

their efforts on collecting specific items wh i ch can be sold in the 

townships and squatter areas, to recyclers, to scrapyards, to garages 

and to hawkers/brokers. The data in Table 8.1 show the range of the 

items collected and the number of scavengers who stated that they 

collected particular items. 

A large number of pickers (43,8 percent) pick up clothes and material. 

These are regarded as very valuable. Indeed, it appeared from 

conversation that most pickers actually clothed themselves in their 

findings on the dumps. Shoes and gloves are particularly important to 

the picker because they can be used to protect his/her hands and feet 

from be; ng hurt while scavengi ng on the dump. 

Food items were also picked up on the dump largely it seemed for the 

picker's own use. From answers obtained in conversation it appeared 

that many, if not most, of the pickers did actually eat off the 

garbage dumps.l An even greater proportion of pickers may actually 

co 11 ect food items than admi tted to it si nce the questi on appeared, 

understandably, to cause some embarrassment. 

1. The author saw a man carry a carcass from the dump on hi s back. 
The carcass had probably been dumped by a butcher and it was 
assumed that the bones were going to be used to make soup. 
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Table 8.1 : Items Collected by Pickers by Frequency1 

I tern Collected 

paper/Cardboard2 
Bottles 
14eta 1 
Plastic 
Clothes/material 
Organic/food 
~~ood 
Other 

N = 188 

No of Pickers 
Collecting 

5 
19 

9 
32 
42 
29 
22 
30 

Percent 
of Total 

Pickers 

2,6 
10,0 
5,0 

17,0 
22,3 
15,4 
11,7 
16,0 

The thirty pickers who picked "other" items, picked the following: 

I tern Collected 

Copper 
Sail 
Valuable Items 
Planks 
Soap 
Buckets 

N = 188 

Percentage 
of Total 

61,5 
34,3 
4,2 

11,5 
1,0 
4,2 

The multiple use aspects of garbage picking are further illustrated by 

the answers obtained from a question relating to the end use the 

1. The percentages in Table 8.1 do not sum to 100 percent because 
the majori ty of pi ckers gave mu1 ti -responses and may have been 
picking more than one item. For example, a picker might collect 
paper, food, clothes as well as copper. 

2. The category, "paper cardboard" also includes what the pickers 
refer to as "wall paper". These ar~ sheets of pri nted cardboard 
with waterproof plastic lining used to make milk and fruit juice 
cartons. "Sails" refer to large sheets of black PVC (Poly Vinyl 
Chloride) Plastic. 
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pickers made of their pickings. In answer to this question 60,4 

percent said that some items collected were used at home; 91,7 percent 

said they sold part or all of their collections and only 1 percent 

said they used the items found, to manufacture a product for sale (see 

p.103). Given the wide variety of products gathered from the dump the 

mu 1 ti P 1 e use and subsequent profi t made from the pi ckers I ou tput is 

not surprising since this is clearly the approach that will enable the 

pickers to maximise his/her gains from picking. 

8.2. Informal/Formal Sector Links 

In the waste industry one finds that, not only is the removal and safe 

disposal of waste an important issue, but so also is the recycling of 

reclaimable or re-usable items. It became clear from this study that 

in metropolitan l)urban, at least, the garbage pickers play an 

important role in this recycling process - particularly from the point 

of vi ew of the sorti ng of the waste products di scarded on the dumps. 

The pickers recycle waste in one or more of three ways by re-using the 

products collected themselves, by resorting and selling products to 

waste recycling firms in the formal economy and by resorting and 

selling to waste brokers or hawkers operating essentially in the 

informal sector. Figure 8.1 illustrates the alternative relationships 

possible between the garbage pickers and the other levels in the 

overall waste industry. 
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Figure 8.1 

very few 

few 

many 

: Relationship Between the Garbage Picker 
and Dealers in Waste 

Recycling Factories 

Hawker/Broker 

Garbage Picker 

( ~I indicates selling process/waste flow 

As the diagram illustrates. the relationship tends to be a complicated 

one of co-operation and competition at all levels. ~lhilst the picker 

may need the broker to sell his/her collection at one level, at 

another. when the finds are valuable. it will pay the picker to bypass 

the broker and compete with him by approaching the recycling factory 

directly. 

The pi ckers will collect waste. whi ch they then sell to ei ther 

hawkers/brokers or the recyling company, depending on who offers the 

the best price for the picker's collection. The hawkers/brokers are 
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often also members of the informal sector and represent a way in which 

the picker can move up the hierarchy in the industry. Some 

hawkers/brqkers have managed to obtain the necessary licencing, and 

can, therefore, obtain formal contracts to sa 1 vage garbage from 

certa in dumps. At both the Wes tvi1l e and the Pinetown dumps I ndi an 

hawkers/brokers had a contract to buy all the waste paper and plastic 

collected on the dump. Twenty pickers at Westville said that they 

collected plastic and paper for a hawker/broker (r.1r. A) who bought 

their collections. 

At the Pinetown dump an Indian businessman (Mr. B) has a contract with 

the Pinetown f1unicipality to salvage all garbage that can be used for 

recycling purposes. He has nine pickers who collect for him on a 

regular basis. These pickers are, however, not employed by him, 

because according to him, they do not possess the necessary passes and 

he is not prepared to run the risk of prosecution. Nonetheless these 

pickers work on a regular basis and are at least assured of a regular 

buyer. 

j·1r. B paid his pickers at the end of the week. They were paid R2 per 

bag of rubbish. These bags/sacks were provided by him and were 

approximately 1m2 by 750mm high. A good picker fills up to 6 bags a 

day. ~r B. re-sells the plastic for an average of 22c per kg and 

paper at 6c per kg. 

The pickers did however, also sell directly to large recycling 
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companies. They were unable to say who these recyclers were, but 

after contacting three large recycling companies in Durban, it was 

1 earnt that they do indeed buy from garbage pi ckers. t·1any pi ckers go 

to the company's branches and depots, where their garbage (in this 

case plastic and paper) is bought from them after it has been weighed. 

'·1etal collected by pickers is sold to scrapyard owners as well as to 

recyclers and/or salvage companies. Copper is regarded as very 

valuable and is much sought after, since it can be sold at R1,20 per 

kg. Aluminium can be sold at 80c per kg. 

From the above it is clear that links between the Informal Sector, as 

represented by the pickers, and the Formal Sector (recyclers and 

scrapyard owners) not only exist but are substantial. However, the 

relationship is not an equal one, to quote Davies; 

li The informal sector, on the other hand, 

represents a subsidiary, peripheral and dependent 

mode of producti on, havi ng to exi st wi thi n a 

social formation it cannot directly influence. 

The i nforma 1 sector's nature and ex; stence depend 

on the formal sector. This is not to suggest that 

the i nforma 1 sector is i rre 1 evant to the forma 1; 

II (R. Davies:1979, 89). 
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Notwithstanding, the inherent inequality in the relationship, the fact 

remains that the recycler and picker are dependent on one another. 

The picker needs a buyer for his/her collection and the recycler 

obtains his raw material (paper, plastic, metal etc) either, directly 

from the picker or indirectly through dealing with the 

hawkers/brokers. However, as is shown in the Pinetown case the pickers 

are not usually formally employed by the hawker/broker. Consequently, 

even though they may well work for him on a regul~r basis, the outcome 

of this informal employment relationship is that the pickers have no 

securi ty of emp 1 oyment. Nevertheless, many pi ckers ha ve, in fact, 

been selling to, and picking for, the same recycler for several years. 

The pickers perceive their activities to be 'working for themselves', 

and not withstanding the obvious dependent relationship that they have 

with the recyclers, some pickers even gave 'independence' as the 

reason why they liked picking as opposed to obtaining regular wage 

employment. Certainly, there are aspects of the work which do fit 

. into the overall view of an independent occupation. The picker can 

deci de whether or not to work, at what ti mes to work, for how long a 

period to work, where to work and what to collect and it is these 

factors that probably create an illusion of independence. However, it 

must be remembered that the picker is, in fact, not truly independent 

but instead is firmly linked into the industrial system by his/her 

ul ti mate dependence on the recycler, or scrapyard owner for a market 

for the products of his/her labour. Consequently, as buyers, the 

picker is also affected by trends in the market. 
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If the steel industry, for example, is in a crisis so will the scrap 

metal collectors be. Likewise. if the demand for waste paper 

increases it is likely that they will be earning more (see Birkbeck. 

1979:181). 

The questi on ari ses as to why these pi ckers are not emp 1 oyed on a 

more permanent basi s by the recyclers. The Pi netown dump - recycler's 

answer, regarding influx control measures. may be valid, and reflects 

the desperate situation the picker finds him/herself in. Under the 

influx control laws, which were in force at the time of the survey. if 

the picker did not possess a pass, he/she was virtually excluded 

from the formal labour market. Even in the informal job market the 

lack of a pass placed the picker in a more vulnerable economic 

position.Since he/she could not be formally employed, even though the 

result of his/her labour could be bought the relative bargaining 

strength of the picker vis a vis the hawker/broker or recycler was 

significantly undermined, as any alternative employment could only be 

sought in other sectors of the informal sector. 

However, one must also accept that the lack of a pass could also 

provide the recycler with a convenient excuse for not employing 

pi ckers on a regul ar bas is. The recyc ler can be expected to try to 

keep his costs as low as possible. Costs may be the reason for the 

present labour relationships since if the hawker/broker or recycler 

has to employ the pickers on a regular basis he would, in all 

likelihood, not only have to pay the picker more but also have to 
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take out some form of insurance to cover pi ckers aga ins t i njuri es 

sustained on the dumps. He may also forced to provide some form of 

pension scheme and he would run the risk of labour organization among 

pickers. Consequently. quite apart from the issue of the pass. it may 

well be that it sui ts the recycler to make use of the present system 

whereby he buys waste from the picker on an informal basis. In this 

respect. it will be interesting to note what happens once the influx 

control laws have been repealed for some time. perhaps subsequent 

studies will show whether or not the recycler then employs the 

pickers? 

Items other than those sold to the hawker/brokers and recyclers are 

sold among the pickers' neighbours / in the formal townships or in the 

squatter areas. Wood (planks), 'sails' and 'wallpaper' were mostly 

sold to squatters as building material. Wallpaper was sold for about 

SOc per metre •. the sheets being 1,25m wide. The food and clothing that 

was scavenged was usually for the picker's own use. but was also sold 

in some ins tances. 

None of the pickers interviewed sold their wares from a shop or 

stall or even in a regular specified place. as some hawkers do. Some 

did, however. say that they sold from their homes to old customers. 

whilst others said that they sold their wares in the street to the 

passing public. 

Only one picker said that he used the goods he collected in a 
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manufacturing process. This picker was a man who had been a carpenter 

before he became a pi cker. He collected mai nly wood. He made doors, 

tables and chairs out of the planks and wood found on the dump, which 

he then sold to his neighbours. 

The fact that nearly 92 percent of the pickers said that they sold at 

least part of their collections, clearly indicates that they form a 

segment of the monetised section of the informal sector. Although 

equally clearly, in terms of earnings and working conditions they will 

be right at the bottom of the job hierarchy. 

8.3. Income Earned Fra. Garbage Picking 

The pickers were asked questions that directly pertained to the income 

they earned from garbage picking. Since the majority of pickers -

57,3 percent - who sold their collections, did so once a week, and 

those who were picking for recyclers were also paid per week, all the 

income figures given below will be given on a weekly basis. 

The figures given in Table 8.2 show the distribution of the 

average weekly earnings of the scavengers who were interviewed. 

On the basis of the data in Table 8.2 it is very clear that the 

~arni ngs of the garbage pickers surveyed were extremely low., Only 2 

percent earned over R40 per week, 85 percent earned R25 per week or 
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less and 50 percent earned R11,65 per week or less. The overall 

poverty situation becomes even worse when one adds to the low earning 

levels recorded in the survey, the fact that 69 percent of the pickers . 

interviewed said that they were the sole breadwinner in their 

household._ Taking the sub sample of the ~readwinners only, onl~ 10_ 

percent earned more than R100 per month from their picking labours. 

1. 

Table 8.2 :The Distribution of the Scavengers in Terms of the ,

Usual Weekly Earnings of Garbage Pickers1 

'Usual' 
Weekly Earnings Cumulative 

Amount Frequency Percent Percentage 

RlO or less 42 43,8 43,8 

Rll - 15 18 18,7 62,5 

R16 - 25 22 22,9 85,4 

R26 - 40 12 12,5 97,9 

over R40 2 2,1 100,0 

Total 96 100 

T~e pickers' income, however, is not stable, and their earni~gs 
d1ffer from on~ week to the next There are distinct differences 
~etwe~n what 1S usually earned (RlS); what is earned during a 
good week (up to R60) and/or a "bad" week (as little as R5 is 

earned) . 
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Of the twenty-nine pickers who said they picked mainly for recyclers, 

45 percent earned on average R15 per week. Whilst the earnings of the 

others ranged from between R2 and R30 per week. Even though these 

pi ckers were not speci fi ca lly asked whether they sold items 

elsewhere, in addition to the articles they sold to the recyclers, 

one can almost certainly assume that they did, particularly in view 

of the fact that 64,6 percent of all pickers said that they sold their 

wares to their neighbours as well as to people living in other black 

townships, 52 percent said that they sold to scrapyards and 8,3 

percent said that they sold goods in squatter areas. 

8.3.1 Earnings From Picking by Family Size 

Table 8.3 contains data relating income levels to family size. 

As is clear from the table 8.3, the pickers generally have lar~e 

families to suppor~ - the average family size being 6 peopl~. As was 

said earlier the earnings of families from picking were very low and 

most pickers (85,S percent) earned less than R100 a month. When one 

compares this income level with the estimated 'minimum living level' 

income of an A fri can family in Durban, w hi ch in September 1985 was 

R339,10 a month and, bears in mind the high proportion of pickers who 

sa i d tha t the; r famil; es had no other source of income, the da ta 

illustrates very dramatically the degree of poverty and hardship that 

the p; cker and hi s/her family faces (I nsti tute of Plann; ng Research, 

University of Port Elizabeth). 
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Table 8.3 : The Distribution of Earnings per week from 

Picking by Family Size 

Family Size 
Cumulati ve 

Income 0-5 6 - 10 11 - 16 Total Percentage 

% ~ % % 

RIO or less 21,0 17,7 5,2 43,9 43,9 

Rll - 15 10,4 7,3 1,0 18,7 62,6 

R16 - 25 8,3 10,4 4,2 22,9 85,5 

R26 - 40 5,2 7,3 12,5 98,0 

R40 + 1,0 1,0 2,0 100,0 

Total 45,8 43,8 10,4 100 

N = 96 

8.3.2 Earnings from Picking by Age of Picker 

Table 8.4 below contains data relating the earnings from picking to 

the age of the picker. 
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Table 8.4 : The Distribution of Weekly Inco.e fro. 

picking by Age of Picker 

Percentage of Sample in Category 

Weekly 
Earnings 

0-10 11-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 
yrs 

R 10 or less 1 
Rll-15 1 
R16-25 
R26-40 
R40 + 

Total 2 

n = 96 

yrs 

12,0 
4,2 
7,3 
2,0 
1,0 

26,5 

yrs yrs 

9,5 13,0 
6,2 3,0 
9,4 3,0 
5,2 2,0 

30,5 21,0 

yrs 

3 
1 
2 
1 

7 

yrs 

3 
2 
1 
1 

7 

60 + 
yrs 

3 
1 

1 
1 

6 

The data show that there are no real differences in income earned 

between the different age groups. It does seem as though a small 

proportion of those in their twenties earn RlO per week or less, but 

overall the differences were not statistically significan~ 

8.3.3 Earnings From Picking by Sex of Picker 

Table 8.5 contains data that relate weekly earning to the sex of the picker. 
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Table 8.5 :The Distribution of Weekly Income 

Earned by Sex 

Weekly 
Income 
Earned 

R10 or less 
Rll - 15 
R16 - 25 
R26 - 40 
Over R40 

Total 

N = 96 

. Percentage of SaflJ,)le in Category 

i~ale 

14,7 
9,4 
8,3 
8,3 
2,1 

43,2 

Female 

28,0 
9,4 

14,6 
4,2 

56,8 

Total 

43,0 
19,0 
23,2 
12,5 
2,1 

100 

·rhe sex of the picker does seem to have an influence on his or her 

earnings. Of the total number of pickers whose earnings were over 

R100 per month, 71 percent were men, whereas women comprised 61 

percent of those who earned less than R100 per month. 

The difference in earnings by sex may be due to the fact that the men 

tended to concentrate their efforts on collecting scrap metal and 

planks. These items were collected by 67 percent of the men as 

opposed to 33,3 percent of the women. 11 etal h a relatively hi9_h 'f: 

va 1 ue co 11 ecti on i tern as it can be so 1 d at a hi gher pri ce than for 

example paper. Of those pickers who said that they collected and 

so 1 d meta 1, none earned less than R16 per week and some earned more 
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than R40. Planks/wood are also commodities that can be sold at a 

higher price. These planks are often large and heavy, which is 

probably why women do not pick these items to the same extent. Sixty 

eight percent of the men said that they picked wood, where as only 32 

percent of women fell into this category. 

8.3.4 The Distribution of Earnings F~ Picking by the Education 

level of the Picker 

The data from the survey showed that the level of education reached by 

the picker Old not significantly affect his/her incom~. This can be 

seen from the data gi ven in Tab 1 e 8.6 where a compari son between 

income earned and level of education of the picker is drawn. 

Table 8.6 : The Distribution of Income by level of 

Education of Picker 

Educational Level Reached 
Weekly 
Income Less than 
Earned 

Std. 3 Std. 3-5 Std. 6-8 r~atri c 

RIO or less 13,5 16,7 12,5 1,0 
Rll - 15 10,4 3,1 5,2 
R16 - 25 7,3 6,3 8,3 1,0 
R26 - 40 3,1 4,2 5,2 
i10re Than R40 2,1 

Column Total 36,4 30,3 31,2 2,0 

n = 96 

Earni ng level s below the average were found amongst all four 
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educational categories as indeed were those above the average. This 

suggests that education is not a significant determinant of the level 

of earnings amongst the garbage pickers and that one must look to 

other factors such as the length of ti me spent on the dumps, the age 

and sex of the pickers and the type of scavenging undertaken if one 

wants to identify the determinants of income levels in this sector. 

8.3.5 Earnings by length of Time in Occupation 

One would intuitively expect that experience in picking would be 

positively related to the level of earnings, since pickers would learn 

by experience which items were the more valuable or "high yield items, 

and would thus concentrate their activities on these items. To test 

this hypothesis the data relating earnings to time spent in the 

occupation is given in Table 8.7, and then analysed. 

Weekly 
Income 

Table 8.7: The Distribution of Average Earnings 

by the Length of Time Spent Picking 

Years Spent Picking 

1-3yrs 4-6yrs 7-10yrs Over 10 yrs 

% " % t; t; 
RlO or less 34,S 5,2 2, 1 2,1 
Rll-15 17,7 I,D 
R16-25 17,7 4,1 1,0 
R26-40 12,5 
Over 4U 2,1 

Total ' 84,S 9,3 3,1 3,1 

n = 96 
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Percent 
of 

Total 

% 
43,9 
18,7 
22,8 
22,8 
2,1 

100,0 



Rather surprisingly the data show that .experience did not playa role 

in determining income levels. Not only had those who earn the most 

(between R26 and R40+), been pi ck i ng for 1 to 3 years but also, the 

pi ckers who had been longest in the sector were concentrated in the 

low earnings categories and none of the pickers who had spent more 

than three years in the sector earned over R25 per week. 

It is of course possible that the amount of time spent on the dumps is 

a more important determinant of income and is able to offset the gains 

from experience, i.e the less experienced pickers work longer hours. 

This is discussed in Section 8.3.6 below. 

8.3.6 Earnings From Picking by Time Spent on the Dump 

Data relating the average time spent picking per day to the picker's 

average weekly earnings are given in Table 8.8. 

The data in Table 8.8 show the time a picker spends on the dump does 

not appear to really affect his income either. Most pickers (71 

percent) spend between 7 and 10 hours a day, on the dump. However, 49 

percent of them still earned less than RIO per week. Only two pickers 

said that they, on average, earned more than R40 a week and both said 

that they spend less than 5 hours a day picking. It is clear that the 

level of income earned must be more dependent on factors such as, the 
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nature of the item collected, the buyer, and how hard he/she works. 

Clearly, since daily deposits are made on the dumps, the picker's 

chances of picking up the more valuable items increase, not only with 

the number of hours per day spent on the dumps but, also with the 

number of days he or she spends picking. This is supported by the 

fact that those pickers who said that they did pick everyday seem to 

earn more, on average, than do than those who picked only once or 

twi ce a week. 

Table 8.8 . Time Spent on Du~s by Weekly Income . 
\.. 

Average Time Spent Picking Percent 
Weekly of 
Earnings 1-3hrs 4-6hrs 7-lOhrs 24hrs Total 

% % % % % 
RlO or less 3,1 4,2 34,4 2,1 43,8 

Rll - 15 4,2 1,3 13,5 19,0 

R16 - 25 3,1 4,2 15,6 22,9 

R26 - 40 2,1 3,1 7,3 12,8 

Over 40 1,0 1,3 2,3 

Total 13,5 13,1 70,8 2,1 100 

n = 96 
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8.4 Earning levels in Garbage Picking Relative to Other 

I nfor.al Acti vi ties 

Studies of the informal sector in general have shown that on average 

earni ng 1 eve 1 s are low (Sethuraman. 1981). Studi es undertaken 

relatively recently in the sector in the Greater Durban Area also 

confirmed these general findings and it is interesting to compare the 

income levels in the overall informal sector with those in garbage 

picking to see where the garbage pickers fit ! nto the informal 

economic hierarchy of income and occupations (Nattrass and Glass. 

1986; and ;/rige. 1985). 

In a study of the informal sector in the Inanda and Clermont areas 

outside Durban it was found that hawking and artisanal activities were 

the lowest earning categories. whilst building and entertainment were 

the categori es that offered the highest earning levels (Nattrass and 

Glass. 1986). Table 8.9 contains data comparing the distribution of 

earnings from hawking and artisanal work in the Inanda/Clermont study 

with those found in "this study. 
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Table 8.9 : The Relative Earnings of Garbage Pickers. 

Hawkers and Informal Artisans in the Greater Durban Area 

Average 140nthly Earnings 

Less than R50 
R50 - RlOO 
dore than RI00 

Percent in Earnings(l) Category 

Hawking 

43 
40 
17 

n = 35 

Arti sans 

46 
21 
33 

n = 28 

Garbage 
Pickers 

44 
42 
14 

n = 95 

(1) Hawking and artisanal data from (Nattrass and Glass, 1986:57). 

From this data in Table 8.9 it seems clear that the earning patterns 

of the garbage pickers are very similar to those found amongst the 

street traders interviewed in the Inanda informal settlement area. It 

appears that garbage picking, like hawking, is a sector that can be (' 

entered by those who lack the capital and know-how needed to enter the 

higher earning informal activities like building and small shop 

keeping. With regard to the artisanal activities. whilst those at the 
<..0 

lower earning ends such as the broom and mat makers will be people in 

the same category, at the higher end of the spectrum, such as welding 

the opportuni ties are clearly better (Nattrass and Glass, 1986). 
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8.5 Conclusion 

It is clear that garbage picking forms a part of the informal sector. 

Like many others in the informal sector, the pickers are involved in 

an economic activity without the necessary official sanction to do so. 

As a result they are subjected to persecution by authorities, and 

cannot claim the same rights as those working in the formal sector. 

As an economi cacti vi ty garbage pi ck i ng offers very low returns in ) 

effect and is clearly an occupation that is entered into as a last 

resort by those who cannot for a variety of reasons find a more 

lucrative and physically attractive alternative. 
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CMPTER 9 

THE SOCIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF waAGE PICKING 

9.1 Working Conditions on the DUips / -----

As can be imagined the physical environment within which the pickers 

ply their trade is an extremely hazardous and unpleasant one. Working 

under such conditions will inevitably generate substantial stress 

which will be compounded by the low earnings and the general level of 

poverty in which the majority of the pickers have to subsis~ 

Pickers interviewed were asked a number of questions relating to their 

at t i tudes to work; ng on the dumps and from thei r answers, it became 

clear that they disliked the dirty conditions, the smell of the dumps, 

the danger inhere~t in the work from such things as broken glass, 

poi sons di scarded on the dump, rotten food, the wea ther condi ti ons, 

the high risk of becoming ill, the attitudes of officials and the 

perception of their role held by the wider community. 

9.2 The ~eason for Choosing Scavenging as an Occupation 

When one classifies an occupation as a survival or marginal 

occupation, one is inherently saying that people in that occ'upation 

have been forced into it through circumstances. They have been pushed 
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into the work by a lack of alternative opportunities and by their own 

desperation and not pulled towards the work. attracted by the earnings 

and the working conditions. However. to say that people may have been 

forced into an occupa ti on is to say that they wi 11 neces saril y 

perceive their situation in this manner. As was said earlier, 

individuals tend to rationalise a situation in which they find 

themselves as this is a way of enabling them to deal with the stress 

that is inherent in having no alternative course of action. 

In answer to the question, .i Why did you start doing this work?", 59 

percent answered that they started scavenging in order to provide for 

the basic needs of their families: these needs were food, clothing, 

rent, etc. Other reasons given were as follows: 

scavenging because of unemployment: 23 percent. 

enable their children to go to school: 13.5 percent. 

retrenched from their previous jobs: 11 percent. 

no education and were, therefore, unemployed: 5 percent. 

no pass or permit to work in Durban; 7 percent. 

because of the valuable items they found on the dump : 7 percent 

If one groups these answers in terms of whether they are a reflection 

of a perception by the picker of ~eing pushed into the occupation 

rather than of personal choice, one finds that a substantial 

proportion Of . the pickers (46 percent) had a very realistic perception 

of thei r present job and they 1 i sted answers such as . unemp 1 oyment, 

retrenchment, lack of documentation and poor education and training 
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level s. 

Table 9.1 : Weekly IncOile by Stated Preference For 

or Wage Eaploylteftt 

Percent of Pickers who Preferred 

Earnings Wage 
per week Employment Picking No Response 

Less than RIO 39,3 47,4 2 
Rll - RlS 19,6 18,4 
R16 - R25 21,4 26,3 
R2ti - R40 16,1 7,9 
R40 + 

n = 96 

With such low average earning leve1s, poor working conditions and 

uncertainty one would expect pickers to be drawn to a regular wag~ 

paying job. Interestingly enough despite the obvious unattractive 

aspects of the job, 39,5 pi ckers sa i d tha t they preferred pi ck i n9 to 

having a job. Surprisingly, 47 percent of these pickers earned less 

,: than RIO per week; 45 percent between R10 and R25 per week and only 8 

" percent earned more than R25 per week. Obviously income does not play 

an important role in this stated preference. A sense of independence 

and the value of i terns pi cked up were gi ven by the picker as rea sons 

for their preference. However, one must remember that, one cannot 

place too much emphasis on this type of response since people have 

strong tendencies to rationalise their existence in order to adjust to 
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the emotional stresses caused by unpleasant situations. An outcome of 

such a rationalisation would be the transformation of a situation of 

'no choice' into one in which a choice was perceived to have been 

exercised - in other words pickers who felt that they had no chance of 

obtaining a wage job would say that they preferred picking. 

The pickers were also asked what they liked about picking - the 

answers are listed below: 

No comment 

Provides them with basic 

Ileeds (food, clothes, shelter, etc.) 

I~o one to cheat me 

Do not need a permit 

Independence 

Can afford to send children to school 

Uothing - no alternative 

Extra income 

Find valuable items 

"People are kind" - group feeling 

3 

68 

2 

1 

3 

8 

11 

2 

10 

11 

;I, The bread and butter issue seems by far to be the most important, and 

is again.a clear indicator of both the poverty of these pickers and 

, their lack of alternative opportunities. 
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Scavenging is clearly one of the last resorts of the unemployed and is 

seen by the majority as a largely temporary measure. Pickers were 

asked whether or not they preferred scavenging to a regular wage job 

and their answers are tabulated in Table 9.1. 

9.3 The Social Status of Scavenging 

In general, pickers believed their social status to be very low. The 

pickers perceived themselves to be viewed with suspicion, ridiculed 

and despised by their community. Some of those interviewed said that 

they were accepted only because they could sell their goods cheaply. 

However, pickers did report that some people were sympathetic towards 

the pickers and often give them old clothes. Nine pickers said that 

they kept the fact that they picked a secret from the people they 

associate with. 

9.4 Harass.ent of Pickers by the Authorities 

From the answers obtained from pickers in the interview, it was also 

clear that pickers have to contend with continual harassment from 

police, municipal authorities and the waste company working the 

particular dump. The average fine imposed for picking was R20. 

Although only nine of the pickers interviewed had actually been fined, 

in reply to the question ·What would you like to change about this 

job?", 29 pickers said that they would like the harassment to stop. 

Pickers felt that they should be allowed to pick on the dumps freely 
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and that the effect of the harassment was to prevent them from feeding 

their familie.s. 

F rom con versa t ions wi th the pi ckers it appea red tha t when a rumour 

reached them that the police or the authorities would be visiting, the 

pickers simply left the dumps and. waited and watched from a safe 

distance away. until the police. or authorities left the site. Should 

this happen without prior warning many pickers would simply run away 

and hide in the surrounding bush. 

When Questioned on what the attitudes of the police or the authorities -- --
were to picking, pickers said that they had been told the following: 

l. You are stealing 

2. You are not allowed to pick garbage 

3. You are illegal, and do not ha ve the right to be in the area 

4. You are contravening the provisions of the Group Areas Act 

5. You people cause trouble. 

From interviews held with the Umhlanga and the Pinetown municipalities 

as well as with the managers of the Westville dump - Waste Tech - it 

was clear that the presence of pickers on the dumps was not desired. 

Indeed it was genera lly these authori ti es who. in an a ttempt to get 

rid of the pickers called in the police. 
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Amongst the reasons given by the authorities as to why pickers were 

not welcome on their dumps, were the following: 

1. Huge tractors, with spoked wheels, are used to crush the garbage. 

furthermore, bulldozers, as well as tipping lorries, are used on 

the dump continually throughout the day. It was feared that a 

picker might be injured or kille.d by these machines. This fear 

has a realistic basis since the researcher observed that the 

pickers swarm around the trucks, as they tip the garbage and, 

indeed, the interviewers were told that some pickers and employed 

workers had actually been injured. The municipalities and Waste 

Tech fear both the publicity and the possibility of a large 

insurance claim resulting from an acciden~ 

2. The presence of pickers does not fit the image that the Westville 

dump managers - Waste-tech - want to bring across to the public. 

The dumps are also an unpleasant sight and attempts have been 

made on other garbage sites to hide the dump. Walls are built 

around the dump and flower gardens are made to beautify the spo~ 

Tne presence of pickers makes the picture even more unattractive. 

3. The health department is concerned about the health conditions 

found on the dump and regularly warns the pickers against poisons 

and diseases. As with police harassment, these warnings do not 

succeed in keeping pickers away. 
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In an attempt to stop picking, the strong measures that have been 

considered include the erection of electrified fencing and the use of 

coils of barbed wire around the dumps. 

9.S The Pickers' Working Day 

Table 9.2 contains data showing the distribution of pickers by time 

usua lly spent per day on the dump. 

Table 9.2. Hours Spent on DUIIP 

Number of Percent 
Hours Pickers or Total 

1 - 3 hrs 13 13~5 

4 - 6 hrs 13 13,5 
7 - 10 hrs 68 70,9 
24 hrs 2 2,1 

Total 96 100,0 

;~os t pi ckers (70 percent) spent between 7 and 10 hours a day on the 

dumps. Two pickers spent 24 hours on the dump. which signifies that 

they 1 i vel sleep in the bush around the actua 1 dump. The res t of the 

pi ckers spent between one and si x hours on the dump. :·10st pi ckers 

said that they picked every day (42 percent) .or twice a week (6,3 

percent). Forty pickers did not respond to this question. 
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Pickers of 111 Iges pick between seven Ind ten hours I day and. 

equally, pickers who said that they only picked 1 to 3 hours a day, 

varied in Ige from under 10 to 50 years. 

Women. on average, put in a longer working day than the men on the 

dumps. The data is given in Table 9.3 below. 

Tlble 9.3 Hours Spent on Dump by Sex 

Time Spent on Dump 
Sex 

Category 1-3 hrs 4-6 hrs 7-10 hrs 24 hrs Total 

S i S S S 

Male 24,4 26.8 43,9 4.9 43 
Female 3,7 5.7 92,6 57 

Total 13.5 13.5 70,9 2.1 100 

By far the majority (93 percent) of the women scavengers said that 

they picked from between 7 and 10 hours a day. However, amongst the 

men, only 44 percent picked for the same length of time. More men 

than women spent less than seven hours on the dump. 

Pickers were asked whether or not they had assistance with their 

picking. Only 7.3 percent of the pickers replied that they had 

someone who helped them pick. These helpers were temporary. Only two 
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helpers were related to the picker and they were not pai~ 

A way in which the labour time expended on the dumps could be more 

efficiently utilised, would be for the pickers to combine together 1n 

groups as this would have the dual effect of allowing the pickers to 

benefit from large collections, thus strengthening their bargaining 

pos it i on vi s a vi s the ha wker /brokers and the wa s te recyc 1 i n9 

companies. When Questioned on this aspect 25 pickers (26 percent) 

said that they did collect in groups, 20 of them being the group from 

~estville who sold plastiC to the Indian businessman on a regular 

basis. Those pickers working in groups did not, however, swop items 

within the group (in fact, none of the pickers swop items). It seems 

then that, even when the pickers do pick in groups to a limited 

extent, they do they do so under conditions which effectively nullify 

any benefits that they might have been able to reap by co-operation 

wi th one another. 

As far as could be ascertained the pickers did not have ~l-!n~e ~ 

to gain access to the dumps. Although, since bribery is illegal, this 

question may not have been accurately answered. 

The majority of the pickers interviewed said that they walked to the 

dumps (75 percent). Of the remainder, 19 percent made use of a bus to 

get to the dump, 3 percent used the train and the balance made use of 

other means of transportation. Collections were transported in the 

same ma nner, except that more pickers made use of a bus when 
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transporting the garbage. It cost the pickers between R3 and R14 a 

week to get to the dumps and back. 

9.6 Conclusion 

Garbage pickers seem to have a realistic perception of the niche they 

occupy in the wider social framework - a niche that is clearly amongst 
< 

the lowes t and one wh; ch provi de s peop le who are otherw i se large ly ----- . - --
excluded from wage employment with a means of providing for the 

continued survival of themselves and their dependents. 
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CHAPTER 10 

CONClUSION 

10.1 S..-ary of l4ajor Findings 

The resul ts of the survey conducted a~ongst Durban's garbage pi ckers 

clearly outl i nes the condi ti ons under which the ~ickers wor~. These 

conditions are physically unpleasan~ (dirt and smell) and hazardous 

and the work is poorly rewarded. The average income earned by the 

pickers is not very high. Pickers feel that they are despised by 

their communities and they are harassed and fined by polic~. Bearing 

all these aspects in mind, the question arises as to why these people 

are prepared to do this work. The only answer would appear to be that 

these people have no alternate means with which to ensure their 

continued survival. 

1·10s t pi ckers are dra w'l- from the ran_ks of the otherw i se unemp 1 oyed. 

They are poor, have l.arge families to support, often with no-one else - " 

to supp lement the family i ncom~, and they are qui te despera.te. The 

degree of desperati on can be gauged from the fact that they eat food 

tha t they fi nd on the dumps. 

Notwithstanding the overall unattractiveness of garbage picking as an 

occupation. if the economic recession currently being experienced_ by 

the country continues. the number of people who are forced to live off 

the garbage dumps i_s likely to increase as more people become 
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}obless. It has been ar ued that the informal sector, as a whole, 

largely consists of those people who cannot find employment .elsewhere 

- those who are often referred to as the 'labour reserve army'. 

These people could theoretically obtain work in the formal sector but 

because of a scarcity of jobs have ~rned to the informal sector as a 

temporary means of sur vi va 1 (Na ttrass, N.J., 1984; Well i ngs and 

Sutcl i ffe, 1984). Whether thi s view is correct for the sector as a 

whole may be open to doubt. However, as far as thi s study is 

concerned, garbage picking clearly forms part of this overall view of 

the sec tor. 

Tl'e l1!a j ori ty of the pi ckers who were i ntarviewe,d s ta ted tha t they 

hoped to find formal employme~t as soon as conditions improve in the 

formal labour market. Most of the interviewees said that they were 

currently actively seeking wage employment and would cease scavenging 

as soon as they were successful in thei r job search. I t seems clear 

that, in going into garbage picking, these people had adopted what 

Wilkinson and Webster have called "a fall back strategy" which as 

these analysts point out; 

"becomes a necessary substitute for the social 

security benefits that the state has failed to 

provide" (Wilkinson and Webster, 1982:8). 

The garbage pickers, themselves, clearly, regard their work as being ,va 

temporary in nature. Their decision not to continue working on the 
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dumps on a permanent basis is based on a number of different 

fac tors, the most often ci ted bei ng various aspects of the phys i ca 1 

condi ti ons under whi ch they work the garbage dumps. Whether or not 

their current intention of leaving the dumps will ever become a 

reality will largely depend upon the economy's capacity to create wage 

employment on a large scale,. At present the outlook for job creation 

in South Africa looks very bleak. Gi ven the extremel.t di sadvantaged - - - - - --- ~ . 

~osition . that the garbage pickers occupy in the job market, theic 

~rospects of being successful in finding a regular wage job are very 

oor. Indeed, it seems that the maxi mu '-U.l!~x... for the 

future of the majority of the scavengers is that they will be forced 

through lack of opportunity, either to continue in their present 

occupa ti on or to move to another 'fallback strategy' such as 'street 

trading' • 

If, as seems virtually certain, the pickers are destined to spend a 

significant portion of their working lives in their present 

occupation, a sensible a--roach~ at least in the s~rt to medium term, 

would b~ one that seeks to improve the lot of the individual picker in 
..... -\H\' r _ S ..... I.e', 

terms of his/her ~ning capaclty and the conditions under which 

he/she works. The earnin capacity of a picker is a function of both 

the nature of the exact occupation he occupies and the efficiency! 

productivity with which the job is performed. 

One way in which an individual could ~uccessfully improve his earning 

capacity is through ~pward mobility •. However. in the waste industry 
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as; tis presently organ; sed, the opportuni ties for upward .. obil; ty 

are limited. There is a possibility that a limited number of pickers 

could become garbage hawkers/brokers. However, such a trans; tion is 

not simple. A picker, seeking to become a broker, not only has to 

have ~ufficient education and ~raining to handle the marketing side of 

the business but also must be able to r~ise enoug~ capit~l to finance 

the purchase of a truck and to p~y the wages of the people whom he/she 

will have to employ. 

In terms of the average earnings of the pickers in this survey, it is 

obvious that it is virtually impossible for the majorit to save ---
sufficient funds to finance their job advancement from their present 

incomes. Equally, their lack of education and of any formal secu~ity 

prohibits them from obtaining loan capital from the formal financial 

institutions .. 

The pickers seem well ~ware of the extremely limited 0 ort ni~i~~Qr 

advancement in garbage pi ck i ng. Indeed, in the course of the 

interviews, the author did not get the impression that the pickers 

were interested in, or were even aware of the possibilities of 

improving their position within the informal sector. The pickers 

appeared to regard obtaining a formal sector job as being the only 

rea 1 way out of thei r present si tua ti on. The garbage pi ckers 

interviewed could not be classified as to be incip-ient cap-italists ;n 

any sense of the word, nor di d they come across to the i ntervi.ewer, as 

petty merchant capitalists. Indeed, the likelihood of the garbage 

pi cker enteri ng the formal sector of the economy; nth; s way seemed 
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very small. 

Since ~o particular skills appeared to be necessary to enter this 

segment of the informal sector, nor, indeed, did a lack of 

suffi ci ent capi ta 1 or the presence of any techno 1 ogi ca 1 barri ers to 

entry seem to pose a problem to any would be new entrants to the 

sector, ~e sector could and, indeed, did attrac~ people who were( 

wholly unable to find any other form of maintaining themselves! 

However, there were a number of problems posed to pickers and would be 

pickers by certain institutional barriers to entry into the 

occupation. On the dumps, in this study, people were not officially 

perm; tted to scavange and, consequently, the pickers who were there 

were under a constant threat from police or municipal action. 

As far as the pickers themselves were concerned, the study highlighted 
- ----

the following demographic characteristic~ 

1. No one sex was found to be dominant 

2. The majori ty of the pi ckers were young, wi th the modal age 

being between the ages of twenty and thirty 

3. l>1ost pickers were unmarried 

4. The mean family size of the pickers was 6 
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5. Host pickers were the sole breadwinner in the fam)ly 

Educationally the pickers were poorly educated. Most pickers being 
-= --=-
only functionally literate. Very few pickers had either any technical 

or artistic skills or had previously practiced a trade. 

On a vera ge, pi ckers earned very 1 i ttle. I n fact, the study revea 1 ed 

very clearly that the majority of pickers lived in conditions that 

can only be descri bed as desti tution. The majori ty of pi ckers earned - -
RlO or 1 ess per week. 

When one compares the findings of the Durban study of the garbage 

pickers with those of a similar study undertaken i.n Cali, (Colombia) 

by Chris Birkbeck one finds very similar results. Indeed, the 

following passage quoted from Birkbeck could equally well have been 

written as a description of the Durban pickers; 

"Garba ge pi ckers are part of a recyc 1 i ng network, 

which feeds some large factories and a few small 

industries in Cali and elsewhere. 1·1aterials such 

as paper, bottles, scrap metal and bone are 

collected either on the dump or elsewhere, and 

sold to a series of dealers who eventually sell 

them to industrial consumers. Garbage pickers are 

not the only recyclers in Cali, for there are 

some large-scale, capital-intensive companies 
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which are also in the same business, but the 

majority of recuperated materials still appears to 

come from the garbage pickers. Because of the 

nature of their relationship with the industrial 

market for recuperated materials, the garbage 

pi ckers in effect work for the factori es but are 

not employed by them. They may be in the posi ti on 

to decide when to work and when not to, but the 

critical factor is control over the prices of 

recupera ted rna teri a 1 s, and that control very 

definitely lies with the industrial consumers" 

(airkbeck, 1978:1174). 

Nor, indeed, are the findings in contradiction with those from studies 

undertaken on the informal sector as a whole. The following quotation 

from Davies referring to the informal sector is also applicable to the 

I garbage sub-sector: 

I 

"The foregoing description of the charac-

teri sti cs of the i nforma 1 sector demons tra tes 

the relationship of subordination/domination 

between it and the formal sector. The nature of 

the former is in large measure determined by the 

impact of the latter upon it "(Davies, 1979:93). 
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Indeed. to return to a quotation from Birkbeck used in the opening 

chapter of this study. it seems very clear that in Durban too; 

....... garbage pickers are a hopelessly poverty

stricken group who are scratching out a meagre 

ex is tence from the crumbs of the ri cher man's 

table" (Birkbeck. 1979: 161). 

Since the garbage picker is both a member of the waste industry and 

the wider informal sector. the conditions in which he operates, to a 

si gni fi cant degree. are ~ rcumscri bed _by the condi ti ons prevail i ng ilL 

both the industry itself and the econo~ as a whole. 

• 
Consequently. before maki ng any recommendations desi gned to improve 

either the working conditions of the picker. or the general situati-on 

that he/she is faced with. it is important to take a brief look at 

the waste industry itself and how it operates. 

10.2 The Dynamics of the Waste Industry 

With the increasing awareness of the necessity to conserve our natural 

resources. more attention has in recent years been ' paid to 

conservation of the environment as well as to the ways by which 

ma teri a 1 s that ha ve been used and di scarded can be recycl ed for re

use. The recycling of waste materials has become very popular . during 
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the last decade or so, and is now a world wide phenomena. Methods used 

to recycle waste and to produce new goods made from the recycled 

material vary greatly depending on the technology used. For example, 

in Japan, hardly any waste material is left unrecycled. Thermal 

energy, organi c compost and ma teri a 1 for landfi 11 projects are 

produced from waste material, among other things. Even materials not 

suitable for recycling into specific products are used. They are 

buried in large sunken fields and serve as the base for farmland 

reclamation projects (Shi mizu, 1984:91). 

To provide the most economically efficient treatment and utilisation 

of was te rna teri a 1 sit is necessary to sort and separa te the was te 

materials into a number of different categories before it is 

collected for recycling. In developed countries this is often done 

through the co-operation of the country's ci tizens who wi 11 separate 

waste collected in their homes or offices into the different 

categories before delivering it as garbage. Alternatively, the waste 

is separated by means of the use of sophisticated, capital intensive 

machinery. ~lhere recycling efforts are widespread only the waste not 

suitable for recycling purposes is finally dumped and this means 

that because less waste is dumped, less land is used for this purpose 

and the potential for pollution is reduce~ 

However, in most LDe's this separation is done after the garbage has 

been collected and is often done on site on the dumps themselves - as 

indeed it is in South Africa. The separation is largely done by 

garbage pickers who work in conditions similar to the ones described 
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in this study. There is a need to upgrade these conditions but, to 

achi eve thi s, as a fi rst step, it w ill be necessary to intervene in 

the waste industry, itself, with the intention of making the 

industry's internal dynamics more compatible with the provision of 

better wages and working conditions for the individual pickers. 

There is also a trend emerging in South Africa towards the increased 

recycling of garbage and this offers an opportunity to re-organise the 

waste industry in a way that will improve the lot of the garbage 

pickers. An interesting innovation has been tried in the Johannesburg 

area. It is essentially an exercise in garbage separation and is 

known locally as the 'Robinson Deep Experiment'. The idea is that, 

once collected, the garbage will be delivered to a sorting station and 

dumped onto large conveyor belts situated in a factory-like building. 

Individual pickers are employed on a full time basis to sort the 

garbage passing their work stations on the conveyor belt. The sorted 

garbage is then sold to recyclers and only the unusable waste reaches 

the garbage dump . 

This approach has a number of attractive features. Not only does it 

make use of physical resources that would otherwise be lost to the 

economy, but it also offers a framework within which the .garbage 

pickers can be offered security of employment, both in terms of wages 

and of improved working conditions. It is, however, a relatively 

capital intensive approach to garbage separation and, consequently, 

will not be replicable on a large scale. Also whilst, undoubtedly the 

productivity and earnings of the pickers who get jobs on the sorting 
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belts will improve, the number of pickers who will be needed to sort 

the garbage will be smaller and, consequently, the survival 

opportunities at present provided by the industry will be reduced. 

A similar but very much less sophisticated approach is presently being 

investigated by the Pretoria municipality. This project consists of 

only a large narrow concrete slab onto which the garbage is dumped 

prior to being separated by employed pickers. 

In a country like South Africa where, at present, great emphasis is 

being placed on the need for job creation to overcome unemployment, a 

garbage source separation scheme such as the Pretoria experiment, 

which is labour intensive rather than capital intensive could make a 

useful contribution - particularly as it will improve the work 

opportunities and conditions at the very bottom of the job ladder, 

i.e. where the improvement is most urgently needed. 

The question ari ses as to exactly how these improved methods of waste 

separa t ion woul d benefi t the pi cker. The obvi ous answer is that the 

pickers will be incorporated into the formal wage labour market. They 

will benefit from the assurance of a regular income as well as from 

better working conditions, through the provision of such things as 

heavy duty gloves, medical aid and protection against disease and 

injuries - all things that, at present, represent some of the pickers' 

main problems. 
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On the other hand, the introduction of a, formally organised method of 

waste separation will only benefit those pickers who are lucky enough 

to be employed in this way. The number of pickers allowed on the dump 

could be effectively limited by the introduction of sorting. In other 

words whilst those who keep their jobs will be better off than those 

who are not so fortunate, a "last resort" for the unemployed could be 

removed. 

An alternative approach would be to allow picking to take place freely 

on the dumps, after the formal garbage deliveries have been made. 

Thi s approach is used, to a li mi ted extent, on the Spri ngfield dump 

near Durban. In this case pickers are allowed to pick freely between 4 

and 6 pm, i.e. after the garbage handling machines have stopped 

working but before the gates are lOCked. Clearly, 2 hours per day is' 

too little to optimise the use of these dumps, but there seems no real 

reason why the picking period could not be extended - even throughout 

the ni ght. 

However, no matter what approach the authori ties take to waste 

disposal and recycling, it must be appreciated that, from a work 

point, garbage picking is never likely to be a high earning 

occupation. Garbage pickers, in general, are not and are never likely 

to become infant capitalists. However, garbage picking is an 

essential niche in the economic hierarchy and it should be clearly 

recognised as suc~ 
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I Whilst garbage picking does not, in general, provide opportunities t~ 
earn high incomes, it does provide a haven for the unemployed and ~ 

often stands as their only bulwark between starvation and survival! 
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APPENDIX 

SURVEY REGARDING GARBAGE PICKING 

\Je are from tne uni vers i ty of ~ ~ata 1 and are doi n9 a study to fi nd out 

more about the people who pi ck the ci t J ; garbage dumps. To do thi s 

we would like to ask you some questions about yourself and the work 

you do. We have permission from the authorities to do this. All the 

information you give us will De regarded as confidential and private. 

We'll appreciate it if you could give us half an hour of your time. 

i"hank you. 

Na~ of Du~: ••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•.••••.•• 

nO. of person interviewed: 

I ntervi ewer: ......................................................... 

Oa te: .................................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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1) -"here do you 1 i vel 

2) Where were you born? 
Rural Area ~ 
Ourban Area Cj 

3) If born in a rural area; when did you move to Durban? 

Less than 6 months ago 
6 - 1 year 
1 - 2 years 
2 - 3 years 
3 - 4 years 
110re than 4 years ago 

4) A.re you the only one in your fa.ily bringing in mney? 

5) 

6) 

1) 

yes 
no 

If no. who else earns mney in your falllily? 

Husband m Child 
Live-in Relative 

Where does he/she work? 

Does he/she ea;:: regular salaryl~ 

no t::::j 
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8) How big is your f •• 11y? 

9) Did you go to school? 
yes 
no 

10) If yes. hCJII long were you at school? 

Less than Std 3 
Std 3 - 5 
Std 6 
Std 8 
1·la tri c 

GARaAGE PICKING 

11) Why did you start doing this kind of work? / 

12) How long have you been doing this kind of work? / 

Years B j·'I onths 

13) Does any other lllellber of your fami ly do thi s type of work? I 

yes 
no 
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14) What do you tol1ectl ./ 

paper/cardboard 
bottles 
metal 
plastic 
cloth/clothes 
organic/food 
wood 

( 1 ( 2 I 
yes no 

other (specify) _____________ _ 

16) What do you do with your collection? 

I 1 I 2 I 
yes no 

sell 
manufacture 

Own use § 
other (specify) _____________ _ 

16 a) If you sell, where do you sell? 

b) To whom do you sell? 

c) How often do you sell? 
every day 
once a week 
twice a week 
twice a month 
once a month 
less frequently 
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17 a) If. you _nufacture. what do you _nufacturel 

b) Where do you .anufacture/workl .1 

c) What do you do with what you have mnufactured? 

d) I f you sell. where do you sell itl 

(e) How . often do you sell? 
Every day T 
Once a week 
Twice a week 
Twi ce a month 
Once a month 
Less often 

18) Where do you collect? 
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19) How often do you collect? 
Every day 
Twice a week 
Once a week 
"'ore often (speci fy 
less often (spec i fy '\.0:;-:... __________ _ 

20) How aach time do you spend on the dUllps? '/ 

Hours per day +-

21) 00 you have anyone helping you? '" 

~~s E§ 
a ) I f yes. do they he 1 p you on a .I 

regular basis 
temporary basis 

b) How old is he/she? +-

c) Is the person helping you related to you?.! 

sister 
brother 
cnild 
cousin 

] 

11 2 I 
yes no 

other (Specify) 5 
~~------------------

d) 00 you pay the person helping you? .I 

yes 
no B 
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22) 00 you collect in groups? 
yes 
no 

23) How big is the group? ] 

24) 00 you $Wop your pickings for anything? 

yes 
no 8 

25) Oid you have to pay anyone to be able/allowed to work here? ~ 

yes 
no 

a) If yes, do you still pay? 
yes 
no 

8 
B 

b) Who did you have to pay1_./ _______________ _ 

c) How IUch do you pay? ./ 

26) 00 you do this type of work for someone else? ./ 

yes 
no 

a) If yes how IUch do you get paid? ./ 

per week 
per month 
per day 

b) 00 you get paid in kind? 
yes 
no 
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INCOi4E 

27) How IUch do you usually earn? " 

per month :8 per week 

28) What did you earn in a good week? / 

29) What did you earn in a bad week? " 

30) Ooes your income often change? 
yes ~ 
no 0 

TRAHSPORT 

31 ) How do you get to the dumps? '/ 
walk 
tax; 
train 
bus 
own car 
someone else's car 
other (specify) 

32) How do you transport your collections? / 

walk 
taxi 
train 
bus 
own car 
someone else's car 

:8 

other(specify) 7 
~~----------------
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33) HOIII aach does it cost you to get to the dUIIPs and back.? "" 

Et4PlOYI£NT 

34 ) 00 you ha ve another job? '" 
yes 
no 

35) If yes, what is it? ", 

36) If no, when was the last time you had a steady paying job? '" 

6 months ago 
1 year ago 
longer ago 
more recent 
j~ever 

37) What was the last job you had? '" 
-----------------------------

38) How alch did you get paid at that job? 

----------------------
39) Why did you leave that job? / 
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40) Are you lOOki~:S for another job? ~ 

no [j 

Would you like to go back to a regular paid job? ./ 

yes 
no 

GENERAL ATIITUDE ABOUT GARBAGE PICKING AND DEi-\oGRAPHIC QUESTIONS 

42) Sex: I~a le 
Female 

43) Age: 

44) l-\ari tal Status: 
Single 
darried 
Living together 
Widowed 
Divorced 

45) How any children do you have? 

46) Do you live with your family? 
yes ~ 
no 0 

47) If no. where does your family live? 
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48) Tell _ .".. about this kind of work you do: 

a) What do you like about this wort? ., 

1 

b) What do you dislike about this work1 ~ 

(Only ask those who do not pick for someone else) 

49) Would you rather do this kind of work than working for someone else? J 

50) Why? / 

yes 
no 

51) What would you like to change about this work1 ~ 

52) Wbat is your greatest problem in doing this kind of work1 / 
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53) How do the people tn your CQlalnity view your type of work? '/ 

(Probe: for example) Do they like it? 
They do not like it? 

54) 

55) 

56) 

Would they also like to do this kind of work? 
Tney do not regard it as work? 

Do people try to chase you away frOil this work? 

yes 

~ no 

-
Who does thi s? ./ 

I 1 2 I 
yes no 

Tne pol i ce § the municipality 
other authorities 

What do they say? 

57) Have you been fined for doing this work? / -----------------
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Dear Professor Nattrass 
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Enquiries: HR. TRUSCOTT 
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300-2911 
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2 2 AUG 1985 

BISASAR ROAD SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL SITE 

Your Jetter dated 13 August 1985 refers. 

Scavenging on the City's Disposal Site is not authorised or permitted during 
normal disposal operations. It will therefore not be possible to authorise your 
reSEarch tea.I:l to study the "garbage dump pickers". 

It is realised that a certain amount of unauthorised "picking" takes place after 
normal working hours. This is extremely difficult to prevent ~ithout incurring 
considerabl e expense. 

Should you wish to pursue this research project, it is suggested that your 
researchers approach these people when they have left the site. 

Yours faithfully 

~ . -::<':d -:--~ t 
CITY ENGI~U 

~ . 
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